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Montclair
State
Fights
Clifton on
Adding
Third Exit
Jessicca Bacher
Assistant News Editor

MIX continued on Page 3

Traffic continued on Page 4

Jennifer Leon | The Montclarion

and conceptual artist, were
among the panelists who
discussed how 3-D printing
is changing the industries
of medicine, fashion, food,
architecture and other fields.
Before the events started,
however, students, faculty
and visitors from outside the

Montclair State University
goes to court today to settle
an ongoing fight against Passaic County and the city of
Clifton over adding a third
exit from campus. Currently, there are only two exits
from the university’s 246acre campus – the one at the
front near Normal Avenue
and Valley Road and the
exit from Clove Road, which
leads to Route 46.
The proposed traffic improvement was originally
submitted in 2005 and was
denied by Passaic County,
according to NorthJersey.
com. The plan called for the
conversion of Yogi Berra
Drive into a two-way road,
with a new traffic light installment at the intersection
on Valley Road. Since this
first rejection, the university

3-D Printing Brings
Dimension to MIX Lab
Montclair State student Michael Coviello observed the MIX Lab’s 3-D printers on the facility’s opening day tour.

Jennifer Leon
Staff Writer
Montclair State opened the
doors of its new 3-D printing
lab this week, promising that
“3-D printing changes everything,” the motto of the new
facility.
The Making and Innovating for X (MIX) Lab, which

contains 35 3-D printers, is
located in the new Feliciano
School of Business and saw
its grand opening on Thursday, Feb. 18.
The events for the opening day of the new facility included a tour of the lab and
an inaugural panel discussion, entitled “3-D Printing
Changes Everything,” which

was moderated by Iain Kerr,
the co-director of MIX Lab.
Michael Rees, Director of
the Center for New Art at
William Paterson University;
Ben Reytblat, Founder, CEO
and engineer of 3DMonstr;
Natalie Rodriguez, a Montclair State student and Mix
Lab design entrepreneur
and Mina Zarfsaz, designer

Who is the RedHawkion?

Madison Welch
Contributing Writer

RedHawkion continued on Page 4

Alex Gamboa | The Montclarion

Recent rumors of Donald Trump speaking at commencement and students being injured by a shuttle bus’
abrupt stop are not the result
of bonafide news stories, but
the work of a new satirical
news site, The RedHawkion.
RedHawkion articles started showing up on social media at the start of the spring
semester. Although the satirical news stories often parody
aspects of life at Montclair
State, the website states that
it is “in no way affiliated with
[Montclair State].”
The site’s prerogative is to
create clever and entertaining stories that poke fun at
the school in general, and every single story is completely
and utterly untrue.
Some of the headlines on
the site include “Spring 2016
Graduate-to-Be Contracts Senioritis — Given 6 Months
to Live” and “Dorm Undergoes Surprise Fire Drill —
Hundreds Mildly Inconvenienced.”
Despite all the buzz and
The RedHawkion is a satirical news source run by an undergraduate student at Montclair State.
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Recent requests have led to the introduction of kosher options at select locations.
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In response to a request
from Hillel, a Jewish organization of the Student Government Association at Montclair
State, Dining Services has
added kosher menu items at
several dining locations on
campus.
This change was made to
cater to the Jewish communi-
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the Rift Zone in the Center for
Environmental and Life Sciences, the Venture Cafe in the
Feliciano School of Business,
the University Hall coffee
shop and Sam’s Place.
According to Jim Robinson, Director of Dining Services, the addition of kosher food
is part of a larger effort to offer
healthier options to Montclair
State students. “In support of
the ‘eating healthier’ trend,

When asked how she felt
about kosher food on campus,
Sara Judasin, a sophomore
justice studies major, said that
she was excited. “[It’s] about
time. People from the Jewish
community really appreciate
the fact of having access to
kosher food on campus. Now,
the college can cater to everyone that seeks healthy food.”
“There was definitely a lot
of excitement among the stu-

“People from the Jewish community
really appreciate the fact of having access
to kosher food on campus. Now,
the college can cater to everyone that
seeks healthy food.”
- Sarah Judasin, sophomore justice studies major
ty, different ethnic or religious
groups on campus and those
who maintain and value nutritional diets for religious or
health-related purposes.
Students can now purchase kosher food at Which
Wich in Blanton Hall, the CStore in the Student Center,
the Student Center Cafeteria,

our menus continue to replace
traditional fried foods with
more roasted or grilled meats,
more fresh fish and more diverse veggies,” said Robinson.
However, “it took two years
before the request was granted, because we didn’t follow
up with them,” said Avidan
Rothman, President of Hillel.

dents,” said Rothman, a sophomore information technology
major. “And it allows us to
cater to the Jewish community
and future members. In addition, it endorsed Montclair
State as an accepting college
for a new ethnic group.”

Pelican Police Report
Wednesday, Feb. 17
Student Center: A student
reported an incident of
criminal mischief that occurred against him. This
case is under investigation.
Thursday, Feb. 18
NJ Transit Parking Garage: A student reported
that a criminal mischief
incident that occurred to
them. This case is under
investigation.

Thursday, Feb. 18
Sinatra Hall: Student Lemuel Lauarin, 19, of Neptune, N.J. was charged with
underage consumption of
alcohol. Lauarin is scheduled to appear in Little
Falls Municipal Court.

Sunday, Feb. 21,
Basilone Hall: A student
reported an incident of harassment. This case is under investigation.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents
is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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MIX: Grand Opening Introduces 3-D Printers

Jennifer Leon | The Montclarion

Continued from page 1

genesis of the program is
through the entrepreneurship
program, and it creates opportunities for students.”
Students, however, are
not the ones actually doing the
printing. “As administrators,
we review the print request
and then [send] them on to the
printers,” said Frasca. He later
explained that the printers use
data from USB flash drives
rather than Wi-Fi to print.
Before embarking on her
tour, Alexandra Sehchoenberg, a member of the Montclair Entrepreneurs Meetup
group (a networking organization for entrepreneurs connected with the Feliciano

as the printer said “85 percent,” but quickly realized that
it meant that the print job was
almost done.
After walking around the
lab, Coviello couldn’t help but
share his excitement. “This is
some cool stuff,” he said. “I
guess it really is ‘all here.’”
Andrew Zhang and Mukesh Patel, visitors from Rutgers
University, also came for a
first look at the lab. “3-D printing will take over the world.
RU has something like this,
but it is not of this magnitude.
I am a huge supporter of this,”
Zhang said.
“I like 3-D printing because
it feeds off imagination. I can

One of the objects being made in the MIX Lab during the opening tour.

university community gathered in anticipation of getting
a first look at the groundbreaking technology form. A
small crowd formed outside

wool-blend coat told the person across from him, “People
are fascinated by this stuff.
They light up every time.”
The lab was also decorated

Everything” poster
door as well, along
“Please Knock” sign
font.
“We are the ninth

on the
with a
in bold
innova-

“[The MIX Lab at Montclair State is]
the ninth innovation center in
the world that has these
printing capabilities.”

of the lab, and the hallway
was buzzing with loud chatter
and excitement leading up to
the tour.
A man wearing a classic fit

for the occasion with balloons
and yellow signs that said
“welcome” in capital letters
outside the new facility. There
was a “3D Printing Changes

Carly Phelps | The Montclarion

- Jason Frasca,
Co-Director of the MIX Lab
tion center in the world that
has these printing capabilities,” said Jason Frasca, CoDirector of the MIX Lab, during the tour of the lab. “The

Carly Phelps | The Montclarion

Altarik Banks sits on his “printed” stool.

Panelists discuss the affects of 3-D printing on modern industry.

Center for Entrepreneurship),
said, “I haven’t been in [the
lab] yet, but I am excited. It’s
the future. The future is here.”
Right before she went in, she
exclaimed, “Let’s see what the
brouhaha is about.”
Montclair State accounting student Michael Coviello
sat outside the printing lab
waiting for his sister to get
out of class. He soon got up
to see what the commotion
was about. After following
the instructions of the ‘Please
Knock’ sign, Coviello entered
the packed room. There were
printers to the right side of the
room and a huge table in the
center. He stared in confusion

see it going from 3-D printing
to 4-D printing and even 5-D
printing. 3-D printing is right
there with genetic coding and
human genomes,” said Patel
as he held onto a cup that he
recently printed in the lab.
Frasca encouraged students
to get involved by taking 3-D
printing and design classes,
joining the 3-D printing club or
going to the lab between 9 a.m.
and noon Monday through
Thursday.

SLAM Announces Spring Bash Theme:
‘A Night of Pure Imagination’

Student Life at Montclair
(SLAM)—the SGA Programming Board—will host its annual Spring Bash on Friday,
April 8, with its theme being
Pure Imagination. Referred to
as “a night full of food, dancing, pictures, friends and fun,”
Spring Bash is a formal celebration held towards the end
of the semester before the final
examination period.
This year’s theme, which
comes from a song featured
in the 1971 film “Willy Wonka
and the Chocolate Factory,”
has garnered a mostly positive reaction on campus, due
in part to the film’s popularity
amongst the student body.
For Gabriely de Almeida, a
senior International Business
major, the theme brings a feeling of nostalgia. “I love the
theme for the Spring Bash. I
love the idea of a dance based

on one of my favorite movies,”
said de Almeida.
Adriana Messyasz, a senior
biology major, had a different
reaction, but expressed a similar enthusiasm for the theme.
“I honestly am focusing on
other stuff, and I’m not interested in [Spring Bash], but [the
theme] seems pretty cool. If
there is lots of chocolate and
candy, that’s a plus.”
Although the date, time
and theme of the event were
emailed out on Wednesday,
its location has yet to be revealed and the venue is only
to be disclosed upon arrival at
the site. For this reason, transportation will be provided to
and from the venue.
Spring Bash tickets go on
sale via HawkSync Thursday,
March 3 and will be selling
for $40 to students and $60 to
non-students.

Photo courtesy of Red Hawk News

Tiffany Saez
Production Editor

Spring Bash 2016 will be based on ‘Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.’
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RedHawkion: Students Fooled by Fake News

“The RedHawkion” stories are linked to their WordPress website,
Facebook and Twitter pages.

rising popularity, the creator
of the website has not spoken
about the site publicly until
now.
On a sunny but brisk afternoon, the creator of
The RedHawkion agreed to
meet on campus to share the
story behind the origin of the
satirical website. The creator’s
one condition was that he remain anonymous.
According to the information he provided, The RedHawkion is run by a current
undergraduate male student
at Montclair State. His older
brother and a friend, both
non-Montclair State students,
are the only other authors on
the site. The RedHawkion administrator is currently studying in a field related to film
and television.
The student behind the site
has chosen to remain anonymous because, in his words,
“I wanted to see how the site
would grow if I remained
anonymous, and also [out of]
a bit of fear of the administration. Surprisingly, they’ve
been really cool with it.” With
this positive feedback, the creator says the site may not stay
anonymous in the future.
Over winter break, the
Montclair State student and
his brother came up with the
idea on their long drive to a
ski trip. The student behind
the site wanted to do something creative that he could
add to his portfolio and one
day show potential employers.
The RedHawkion website
was created in January once
the student returned to the

university for the spring semester.
The RedHawkion administrator also claimed that the
title does not poke fun at “The
Montclarion,” but rather mimics the famous satirical news
source “The Onion.” “It’s
something fun to do and we
have something to make fun
of, but it’s not blasting the
school or making fun of ‘The
Montclarion.’ That’s why we
chose the name. It’s like an
‘Onion’ for Montclair [State].”
The site’s creator understands why the title may also
lead to confusion among students, who have sometimes
mistaken the parody articles
for actual reports of campus
situations. So far, The RedHawkion has pulled two
stories down from its site, although the creator said these
removals were not due to
negative responses from the
administration.
The first article was posted
on Jan. 29 regarding Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump speaking at
the 2016 Commencement ceremony.
Student Alyssa LaMedica,
an English major, was fooled
by the story. “Usually, the articles from [The] RedHawkion
use provocative titles designed to capture your attention right away. The problem
is, it almost always works.
When I saw the Trump article,
I was absolutely dumbfounded. I had read nearly half of
the article before realizing that
it was a hoax and that I had
fallen victim, yet again, to The
RedHawkion.”

LaMedica is not alone. The
story spread quickly on Facebook. One user shared the
story and commented above
the post, “I will scream. President Cole. With everything in
me. Please just no. I’m hoping
this is a joke.” To be respectful
of the school’s reputation, The
RedHawkion took the article
off of its site.
Since the Trump commencement article was removed, another story has been
taken down from The RedHawkion site. Last Tuesday,
the article titled “Shuttle Bus
Driver Slams on Breaks, Seven
Dead,” also gained a lot of attention. This article was written by a new author to the site,
John Griffin.
A senior at Montclair State
studying History, Griffin had
only been writing for the satirical news source for a few
days. He shared that his only
contact with The RedHawkion
was via email. The bus story
was the second article he had
published.
After the story was posted
to The RedHawkion Facebook page, it blew up. “When
I was checking the stats on it,
the viewers were going up by

“It’s not
blasting the
school or
making fun
of ‘The
Montclarion.’
That’s why
we chose
the name.
It’s like an
‘Onion’ for
Montclair
[State].”
- Anonymous,
Creator of
The RedHawkion

ple fall forward,” said Griffin. “I thought a lot of people
could relate to that. I just said,
‘How can I make that more ridiculous?’”
While The RedHawkion
did like Griffin’s article and
has nothing against the story,
a lot of the controversy surrounding the article was due
to the fact that people were
just reading the piece’s shocking headline, sharing it with
others and not actually clicking the link to realize the story
and the site were fake. The
RedHawkion also wanted to
prevent the school from putting out a disclaimer regarding the shuttle bus story.
The RedHawkion loves to
see people’s reactions to their
made up stories, but also
encourages readers to actually click on the link and be
intrigued to read an article.
“Part of the fun is seeing people believe it’s real, but I’d really like to see people click on
the link,” The RedHawkion
creator said.
The RedHawkion’s ultimate goal is to pick collegerelated stories and make them
fun and interesting. Currently,
all three contributors write

Madison Welch | The Montclarion

Madison Welch | The Montclarion

Continued from page 1

The shuttle bus accident headline is still posted to Facebook, but the link to the site is gone and the shares
have been removed.

like 20 people every time I was
refreshing it,” Griffin said. By
Wednesday afternoon, the article was removed from the
site because many students
and even parents believed the
bus accident was real.
Due to creative differences,
Griffin no longer writes for
the site. He believes his story

wasn’t misleading, and the
readers were at fault if they
didn’t realize the story was
made up. “The only reason I
wrote the bus article [was because] I’ve been on the shuttle
a few times and it’s packed.
Everybody’s standing up, you
get to a red light, the driver
slams on the breaks and peo-

under the pen name of “Secret
Talons” and would love more
writers for the site. The RedHawkion definitely considers
the possibility of holding creative meetings on campus for
future writers, stating that it
would help give the site more
legitimacy.

Traffic: City of Clifton Opposes University’s Plans
has been battling local governments to obtain permission to
build the third exit.
This week, all parties involved will appear before
Judge Thomas Brogan. According to Erika Bleiberg, Interim Director of Media Relations, the judge will issue a
decision at the conclusion of
the argument on Feb. 25.
The university has been
monitoring traffic patterns
since 2004, said Bleiberg. With
the assistance of certified traffic engineers, Montclair State
determined that the addition
of a third exit from campus
would enhance the safety and
well-being of the university
community.
“At certain times of the
day, everything is backed up,”
said Alex Calabro, a senior
psychology major. “If you
could go out another way, it
would relieve some of that
traffic.” She thinks the university’s proposed plans would
be a huge benefit, especially
to commuter students such as
herself.
Montclair State provided
additional traffic studies in

2014 and again in 2015, said
Bleiberg. The university believes these studies clearly
demonstrate the need and
value of this third exit from
campus. “The proposed traffic
improvement is necessary to
address a critical public safety
issue for our students, faculty,
staff, visitors and community
residents,” Bleiberg said.
The City of Clifton provided their own traffic report in
response to the one prepared
by the university. The mayor
of Clifton, James Anzaldi, said
to NorthJersey.com, “It’s unfortunate that the university is
pushing for something that’s
so ridiculous. Why they’re
trying to push it down our
throats is strange.”
In response to Clifton’s
traffic report, the university
modified their plans to address the objections brought
up by Passaic County and the
City of Clifton, said Bleiberg.
These plans note that currently right turns are not permitted onto Valley Road when
the traffic light is red. Montclair State wants to add image
detection so that the signal on

Carly Phelps | The Montclarion

Continued from page 1

Plans to make Yogi Berra Drive an exit have been denied by Passaic County.

Valley Road will remain green
unless vehicles are approaching on Yogi Berra Drive. The
university also wants to add a
high-friction surface material
to Yogi Berra Drive to enhance
safety and retain the existing

gate on Valley Road for use by
the university during inclement weather.
“There would definitely be
less traffic with these plans,”
said Lawrence Carter, a graduate student in the school’s psy-

chology program. “They even
had to get crossing guards in
because [Yogi Berra Drive] is
so busy. [These plans] would
help with the problem.”

themontclarion.org
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COLLEGE OF THE ARTS

DEPARTMENT OF
THEATRE AND DANCE
JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC

The Producers
Based on the 1968 Film
Book by Mel

Brooks
and Thomas Meehan
Music and Lyrics by Mel Brooks
Directed by Clay James
Music Directed by Meg Zervoulis and
Conducted by Gregory J. Dlugos

February 26 - March 5
No charge for Montclair State
undergrads! All others $15

973-655-5112 | peakperfs.org
Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck
Thomas Beebe and Nick Zale in The Producers; photo by Ivan Boden.

Alexander Kasser Theater

themontclarion.org

A photo of the Barbieres promoting their beer.

A bottle of Two Ton’s Hammer Ale IPA.

Photos courtesy of Matthew Barbiere
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From Homebrew to
Commercial Beer

Paige La Neve
Contributing Writer

Inspired by his brother’s
ability to make his own beer at
home, Montclair State alumnus
Matthew Barbiere turned his
love of the beverage into a business.
Although the 29-year-old
resident of Westfield, New Jersey was always interested in
craft beer, it was not always
something he considered as a
career choice. After he graduated from Montclair State in 2010
with a major in psychology, the
idea to open up a brewing company was not the first thing on
Matthew Barbiere’s mind.
“Actually, my career has
mostly consisted of education
up until this point, but I saw an
opportunity and seized it,” he
said.
That opportunity came
from Matthew Barbiere’s idea
two years ago to transform his
brother’s brewing talent into a
business venture. The brothers officially began selling their
beer in September 2015.
Even though his older brother, Jim Barbiere, inspired the
decision to create their familyowned company, the name
Two Ton came strictly from
Matthew Barbiere’s observation of how his brother made
the brew.
“While helping him brew
countless times, I noticed that
he seemed to use a ‘ton’ of hops
and a ‘ton’ of grain in his recipes. We thought the name Two
Ton for a ton of hops and ton of
grain was catchy,” he said, also

Matthew Barbiere with his Two Ton Beer.

mentioning the fact that they
both put a “ton” of effort into
making their idea a reality.
However, it was never an
easy process to do so. They had
to obtain a liquor license and
then distribute the beer, a process Matthew Barbiere referred
to as a “roller coaster ride full
of hard work, but incredibly rewarding.”
While sitting down with
Matthew Barbiere, it was hard
not to notice the motivation

oozing from his pores. He
talked about future goals and
dreams he had for the company, some of which were only an
arm’s length away, like opening
a production facility in New Jersey.
“Motivation is one thing I
am never lacking,” he said. “I
have been inspired to share my
brother’s recipes with the masses, and we have a great team
behind it.”
Today, friends of Matthew

Barbiere will go out of their
way to get their hands on his
Two Ton brew. One friend in
particular, Brian Engel, has
supported their brew before it
was even sold on the market.
“The first time I ever tried one
of Jim and Matt’s beer was in
October of 2013,” said Engel.
“It was a pumpkin spiced beer
that Jim brewed at home in the
garage.”
Along with Engel, a friend of
Matthew Barbiere’s, Jesse Bam-

bo, is a dedicated supporter of
the brew. “I try to tell as many
people as I know about it,” said
Bambo. “I put it up there with
the best craft beers I’ve had.”
One would think that starting a company with family
members could be intense and
tricky, but the Barbiere family
proves this false.
“[It’s] the most amazing and
rewarding business experience
imaginable,” said Jim Barbiere
regarding his time with Two
Ton. “I would say we’ve grown
closer as friends and I’ve developed a deeper respect for Matt
as a person.”
Even though they are a
family-owned-and-operated
company, they are still taking
their work ethic very seriously,
meeting regularly for business
meetings.
“It revealed to me a side of
Matt that I had no idea of,” said
his mother. “It also revealed a
work ethic that is amazing.”
While Matthew Barbiere continues his sometimes difficult
journey with his Two Ton brew,
it doesn’t stop him from completing other aspects of his education. Coming this spring, he
will receive his degree in education from the graduate school at
Montclair State.
“Of course, this company is
harder than I thought, but it is
one of the best things that has
ever happened to me,” said
Matthew Barbiere. “If it were
easy, everyone would do it.”

themontclarion.org
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There are many benefits that come with the consumption of coffee.

The Great Coffee Debate

Michelle Paschoal
Contributing Writer

No matter where you go on a
college campus, it’s not hard to
find a place that serves coffee.
At Montclair State, walk
into any building, and you’ll
be greeted with the smell of
the warm drink. From Green
Mountain to Dunkin’ Donuts
and Au Bon Pain, all of these
brands of coffee can be found
in various locations across campus.
With access to so much coffee, it is obvious why students
are drinking it a lot. To some,
coffee is equivalent to water.
Coffee gives you energy, gets
blood flowing and prepares
you for both your busy days
and long nights studying. But,
how much coffee should you
actually be drinking? Is coffee
good for you at all? Here are

some answers to help you figure out how much coffee is too
much coffee.
It is important to say that too
much of anything, even a good
thing, isn’t actually good for us.
But, there are positive and negative effects of drinking coffee.
Consuming coffee in moderation is linked to a decreased risk
of Type 2 diabetes, Parkinson’s
disease, dementia and stroke.
Drinking it in moderation can
also give you energy and improve your grades by increasing your alertness during study
periods and exams.
Coffee contains the stimulant caffeine, which is the most
used addictive substance in the
world —it provides energy that
helps us get through our day.
Caffeine, not coffee, is actually
what people enjoy and crave
when they have coffee. The

drink also improves brain function by inhibiting a neurotransmitter called adenosine. By
blocking adenosine, other neurotransmitters increase, which
leads to an increased amount of
brain function.
Coffee contains various nutrients that are essential for the
body as well. Riboflavin, pantothenic acid, manganese, potassium, magnesium and niacin
are all found in one serving of
coffee. It also helps you burn fat
and can give you a power boost
in the gym or while working
out.
Although all these benefits
that come with consuming coffee exist, the drink may also
lead to some unwanted side
effects when not consumed in
moderation. In fact, consuming
too much coffee may lead to interrupted sleep, as drinking cof-

fee close to your time of rest can
irritate REM (Rapid Eye Movement) sleep cycles and keep
you up at night. This can also
correlate to a negative effect on
your academic performance. If
you cannot sleep because you
rely on coffee to get through
the day, then you may feel like
you can’t function without it.
Consuming too much coffee
can also lead to a crash during
the day for most people. Sticking to one cup and also drinking water throughout your day
can help keep you properly hydrated.
Another thing to watch
out for are added sugars and
creamers in your coffee. As
previously noted, coffee does
contain many benefits, but adding sugar and cream decreases
the amount your body actually gets. For people watching

their health, a cup of coffee with
added sugars can ring up 500
or more calories depending on
cup size. For your morning coffee, try and stick to a 12-ounce
serving with little-to-no added
sugar.
An easy way to figure out
if you are consuming too much
coffee is to stop drinking it for
a few days. If you start to experience withdrawal symptoms,
such as headaches, fatigue and
mood swings, you are most
likely consuming more caffeine
than you should.
So, what’s the bottom line?
Go ahead and drink your coffee, but not too much. Stick to
one to two cups a day depending on the amount you drink
at a time. Next time you’re on
campus, swing by your favorite
coffee place and enjoy your cup
of joe, guilt free.
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On a Tuesday afternoon,
the Student Government Association (SGA) office, located in
Room 103 of the Student Center
Annex, is pretty quiet. Besides
staff members casually checking their mailboxes, there is not
much going on.
When I was there, I was suddenly greeted by Rajhon White,
a Montclair State student and
current President of the SGA.
The vibe in the office suddenly
changed, as he warmly greeted
me with a handshake and his
bright smile that he is known
for around campus. When
asked about why he chose to attend Montclair State during his
senior year of high school, he lit
up with excitement.
“I came here for a tour. It
wasn’t even a real tour, but as
soon as I got here, I knew this
was the campus for me. I felt
comfortable, “said White, 22, a
communication studies major
with a focus in organizational
communication as well as a
minor in leadership. He added
that direct access to the city was
a factor in his decision as, he is
passionate about both Broadway and theater.
Coming from Buena,
a small town in South Jersey,
where he was involved in numerous high school clubs,
White immediately showed interest in becoming involved on
campus during his first semester in the fall of 2012.
“In high school, I did Student Council. I played football.
I did drama club. I was always
involved. So in college, I really
wanted to get involved. During
my orientation, I met with the
SGA E-Board and they encouraged me to. That really reeled
me in,” he said.
White has held numerous
SGA positions during his time

Rahjon White: A Closer
Look at the SGA President

Photo courtesy of Rahjon White

Jessica Amato
Contributing Writer

A photo of Rahjon White with Montclair State’s mascot and statue.

at Montclair State before being appointed President for his
senior year. His previous positions included being a Legislator, Treasurer for the Programming Board and Vice President.
When asked what he has
gained from taking on so many
different roles, he says the biggest thing he has learned is that
there are two sides to every
story.
“I think a lot of times, students complain about certain
things, as they should,” he said.
“You are paying all this money
to come to an institution. You
should be getting what you
want out of it. However, there
is always another side. There is
always a reason or some kind of
road block that is not allowing
something to happen.”

White’s positive influence
on the campus community is
evident. After asking several
students about their experiences with him, I received nothing
but kind words and memories
of how he has positively affected their experiences on campus.
Ashley Favato, a 22-year-old
senior and Co-Director of Student Life at Montclair (SLAM),
SGA’s Programming Board, has
been friends with White since
her freshmen year, when they
both got involved with the SGA.
“Rajhon always has a positive
outlook on campus programming and says to go outside the
box as much as possible, but to
‘KIS IT’ which stands for ‘keep
it simple’,” said Favato, who
will also be graduating this
spring with a degree in family

and child studies, hoping to become a teacher. She reflected on
a special moment between her
and White at this year’s Homecoming concert.
“There was a point where
Rajhon and I were just sitting in
the dugout of the stadium and
looking at the audience and just
smiling and so happy to see students happy,“ said Favato. “We
were just reminiscing about
having four years together as
friends and teammates.”
In addition to his SGA positions, White has also worked for
Undergraduate Admissions as
an ambassador and has been a
resident assistant (RA) in Blanton Hall since his sophomore
year. Although he is passionate about all of the positions he
has taken on, he says that being

HERE.
FEATURE

our networks
open doors.

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

WANT TO BE A FEATURE
WRITER?
The Montclarion Feature section includes a
variety of topics from fashion trends of the
season to health and fitness to money-saving
tips.
Contact MontclarionFeature@gmail.com
for more information.

an RA has taught him the most
about building connections
with students.
“[Being an RA] has taught me
more about time management
and about those personal connections,” he said. “Being in the
SGA, you can have a connection
with an organization and get to
know them, but when you are
an RA, you need to know your
residents. You need to know if
they’re having an off day, and
I became more aware of those
kind of things. [Being an RA]
definitely taught me to be more
aware of my surroundings and
how people are feeling.”
Katie Menza, a sophomore
and one of White’s current residents, said White goes out of
his way to make residents feel
comfortable and at home. “He
is very energetic and friendly,
which makes him more approachable. He always says ‘hi’
and really tries to get to know
his residents personally,” she
said.
After his spring 2016 graduation, White hopes to continue
working in Residence Life as a
Community Director. He is also
applying to graduate schools.
When asked about what he
will miss most about Montclair State, he looked over at his
friend, who was also sitting in
the office, smiled and said simply, “the people.”
“We have a campus where
it’s very easy to meet people as
long as you are willing to go out
of your way in a sense. I have
never said ‘hi’ to someone and
been rejected. That is the culture
of our campus and I hope that it
remains that way.”

OPEN HOUSE

sunday, february 28, 2016
noon – 3 p.m.
university hall conference center
rsvp today and get your
$60 application fee waived.
learn more and register at
montclair.edu/graduate
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

TUTOR / CAREGIVER, MONTCLAIR
After school tutoring / care (1st-3rd graders) needed
in Montclair, NJ. Mon-Fri approx. 2-6:00 p.m. starting
in September. Graduate student in Education preferred. Some driving necessary. Email: NRockefeller@
propact1.com.

$18-20.00/ HOUR BABYSITTER IN MONTCLAIR
Looking for a warm, loving, creative & responsible person for after-school care of our 11 & 12 year old girls. Safe
driver, enjoys prepping healthy meals, homework help,
& our adorable Cockapoo. 2-7:00 p.m. Mon-Fri. w/ flexible day off. Mid-August thru indefinitely. Email Amyfriedman100@gmail.com or call/text (917) 331-8439.

AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
Looking for a friendly, responsible, reliable AfterSchool Sitter for our 11 year-old daughter. 3-6 p.m.
Tu-Fr. $12 / hr Homework help, driving to / from
local activities & playdates. Start date ASAP. Email:
gsanchez303@yahoo.com or call / text: (201) 988-3765.

$14-20.00/HR, NOW HIRING
ATHLETIC COACHES
Teddy Tennis (www.teddytennis.com) is hiring
coaches who have a strong passion for working with
children 2.5 to 6 years old. Positions are for part-time
coaches with growth opportunities for the highest
performers. Athletic ability, tennis experience, and
background in child development are a plus, but
not required. Reliability is a must. Hiring in Morris,
Union, Essex, and Somerset Counties. Email Jeff at:
jeff.b@teddytennis.com or call (908) 405-1994.
AFTER SCHOOL SITTER IN
UPPER MONTCLAIR
Looking for an outgoing, responsible person for afterschool care of our 11 year-old daughter & 15 year-old
son. Safe driver, light homework help, & serve dinner.
20 hrs/week. Starts Sept. 8. Email: evancutler@gmail.
com or call/text: (917) 583-4294.
P/T BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a part-time babysitter on Tuesdays from
4-7:00 p.m. for my two kids, a 5 year-old girl & 8 yearold boy. Must have your own car & clean driving
record. Major responsibilities include school pick-up
and driving to and from activities.Email:Eidoko@
gmail.com or call/text: 862-596-5906.
SEEKING MSU GRAD STUDENT FOR P/T
NANNY, SOUTH ORANGE
Seeking warm, energetic, reliable driving babysitter
for kids (ages 5 & 8) in S. Orange (25 hours per week.
2:30 - 7:30 p.m. Mon-Fri). Excellent references & clean
driving record required. Email resume/ experience to:
Southorangesitter123@gmail.com.
$15.00 / HR, CAREGIVER, FAIR LAWN
Caring student sought for 21 year old autistic male
in Fair Lawn with cheerful nature. Transportation
required. Familiarity with autism a plus. Hours: 3 pm
to 6:30 pm Weds. & Fri and / or 6:45 am to 8:00 am.
Contact: Robin at (917) 685-4101.
$15.00 / HR, BABYSITTER FOR 2 SMALL CHILDREN, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking a reliable, patient, & engaging babysitter to
care for my 4 year-old son & 2 year-old daughter on
the occasional date night or after-school. May build to
twice a week schedule. Education Major a plus. Please
call Jamie at (305) 607-7052 or Email: Jamielynsmith@
ME.com.
P/T NANNY, POMPTON PLAINS
P/T Nanny 3–6:30 p.m. Min. of 3 days per week (prefer 5) for 2 elementary age children in Pompton Plains.
Requires homework help, transportation to extracurricular activities, light housework and cooking. Please
call Allie (973) 476-5892.
$15.00/HR, SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Looking for an energetic, creative & relaible sitter for
my two boys (17 months & 2-1/2) in Montclair. The
toddler is in school each morning so it would mostly
be for one child, but flexibility is a must. Looking for
someone to take a regular schedule for up to 30 hours
per week (ideally full days Tues & Thurs. and Mont
& Wed aft). Would be willing to share the schedule
between multiple caregivers, if nec. Start date is flexible - immediate or new year. Salary is $15.00/HR. If
you are someone who will be a great addition to our
family, Email: Jamie. diane.truman@gmail.com.
$15.00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, 20 HRS /
WEEK, VERONA
Seeking a friendly, self-motivated, & very reliable
After-School Sitter for 2 children, 1st & 4th grades.
4-8pm M-F. Must have a car to pick-up & drive to
activities. Some homework help, serve dinner, light
cleaning $15.00 per hour, 20 Hours / week. Looking for someone to start immediately. Email: Alison.
tedesco1316@gmail.com, or call / text (732) 710-1565.
$20.00 / HR, HOMEWORK HELPER,
MONTCLAIR
$20 / hr. Homework Helper for 13 year-old daughter.
3 evenings per week: Mon, Tues, Thurs from 5:15-7:15
pm. in Montclair. Call Mary Kate at (973) 865-8769.
$20.00 / HOUR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER IN
VERONA
Seeking a responsible, fun & caring after-school sitter for two 7 year-old girls in Verona NJ. Mon, Tues,
& Thurs 2:45-5:30 p.m. Must have experience & references. $20.00 /hour. Call Laura: (973) 495-8599.
$17 / HR, AFTERNOON SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Montclair family looking for a P/T Sitter to pick-up
our 3.5 year-old son at school
(1/2 mile from home), evenings 5 – 7:30 pm. We need
help M-F. Ideal candidate will be punctual, have relevant experience, and have their own transportation.
Please Email: ChristopherMillan@gmail.com.
MARKETING/SOCIAL MEDIA COORDINATOR
$15 / HR, MONTCLAIR
The Caucus Educational Corporation is a nonprofit, multi-media production company providing
programming to local PBS stations, cable and select
websites, located in Montclair. We are looking for an
energetic, multi-tasker who enjoys handling a variety
of responsibilities. The Marketing/Social Media Coordinator duties include daily posting to social media
and managing the social media calendar, updating
programming information for the website, writing
show descriptions and headlines, providing promotional materials for our broadcast partners, trafficking
print and banner ads, transcribing testimonials, light
office administrative tasks and more. Approximately
20-25 hours a week to start. Writing skills essential.
Experience with Hootsuite, WordPress and/or
Joomla, and Photoshop a plus. Send your resume to:
Laura@Caucusnj.org.
$15/HR, PART-TIME DOMESTIC HELP, CEDAR
GROVE
Cedar Grove family seeking part-time domestic
help. Work usually involves light cleaning (kitchen,
dishes, laundry), but may also include dinner prep
and helping our 2 boys (ages 9 and 7) with homework.
Heavier cleaning may be occasionally required as
well (bathrooms). 4 - 8 pm 3 - 4 days a week would
be good but the specific days and times are negotiable
and flexible. Please emailratan07009@gmail.com.
AFTER SCHOOL HELP, LINCOLN PARK
Looking for an active, responsible person for after
school-pick up & transport to gymnastics for our 12
year-old daughter. Safe driver, light homework help
& comfortable with pets. 16-20 hrs / week. Email
cathnasch@msn.com or call / text (201) 248-6166.

AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER $15.00 / HR, MONTCLAIR
Recently moved to Montclair family seeking responsible
& fun after-school caregiver for active 10 year old son, 3
to 5 days a week. Responsibilities include taking off bus
or picking up at school & shuffling to and from activities,
homework help, playing sports in backyard and very light
meal prep. Must have own car with clean driving record,
non-smoker and be comfortable with small dog. 10 to 15
hours/week. $15 per hour. Email: Psolly08@gmail.com or
text (917) 952-6426.
UPTOWN ART MONTCLAIR
(www.uptownart.com/montclair)
Our FUN, new, BYOB paint and sip studio opening at 50
Upper Montclair Plaza in Montclair is looking for dynamic
artistic painters to work in a creative entertaining environment as Art Instructors & Art Assistants. Ideal candidates
will possess the following skills and qualifications: ENERGETIC and POSITIVE personality & be very comfortable
speaking to people of all ages & different skill levels /
Knowledge of color theory, blending, layering, & different
painting techniques / Ability to teach step by step painting
to a large group, keep their attention, keep things light &
enjoyable, & help them produce artwork they are proud to
walk away with. This is not a normal art class; this is a Social
Art Experience. Responsibilities also include: Studio set-up,
Customer Registration / clean up / reconciling payment &
attendance. Need reliable transportation & the ability to attend occasional offsite events. Primarily evening & weekend
classes – offered 7 days a week during daytime & evening
hours for kids & adults. Please respond by emailing: uptownartmontclair50@gmail.com your most current resume,
copies of at least 3 of your paintings (preferably acrylic) & let
us know little bit about you & why you would be a great fit
for this opportunity .
$15 – $20.00 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL SITTER,
GLEN RIDGE
Seeking a babysitter for two girls, ages 11 & 13 for afterschool Mon – Fri, approx.3:00 – 6 pm (exact hours TBA)
effective immediately. You must have positive energy, be
kind, punctual & enthusiastic. Duties include school pickup,
preparing after-school snacks, driving to various after-school
activities. Must have a clean driving record & local references. Start ASAP. Email: sheetalgupta@yahoo.com.
$15 – $20.00 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL SITTER,
MONTCLAIR
Seeking a babysitter for two boys, ages 4 & 7 for after-school
Mon – Fri, approx. 3:00 – 6 pm (exact hours TBA). Would
consider hiring 2 students available different days of the
week. Duties would include school pickup, supervising
homework, preparing snacks / limited dinner prep, and
playing. Must be a reliable driver. Family is relocating to
Montclair. Start ASAP. Email: axelrodstina@gmail.com.

Help Wanted

$12.00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER W / CAR,
CLIFTON
Seeking a friendly, responsible, & dependable afterschool sitter for our 5 year-old daughter. Safe driver
with reliable car for driving from Montclair school
aftercare (Valley road) to our home in Clifton off Rt 3.
Must be comfortable with our adorable small dog too.
Hrs. 4:30-6:30 p.m. M-F, $12 / hr. Also would like to
P/T AFTER-SCHOOL DRIVING BABYSITTER,
use this person for occasional weekend sitting! Must
UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking warm, energetic, reliable driving babysitter for have references Email: coll2101@outlook.com.
kids 5 & 8 in Upper Montclair (16 hours per week. 2
p.m.-6 p.m. Mon-Thur). Excellent references and clean $15/HR, OCCASIONAL SITTER – AFTERNOONS /
driving record required. Email dogoodwork2@yahoo. EVENINGS / WEEKENDS, MONTCLAIR
Looking for an energetic, fun & mature caregiver for
com with resume/experience.
my 5-year-old son. Need someone who has their own
$15.00 / HR, OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER, MONT- car & a clean driving record. Would need to be available for occasional school pick-up and evening care.
CLAIR
Seeking warm, kind, responsible person to care for my May include taking him to some activities, helping
w / homework & preparing dinner for him. Longer
7 year-old son on the occasional date night or afterhours on Saturdays needed 2-3 times a month during
school. May build to twice a week schedule. Special
my busier work season (late April-June). If we find
Education major and / or experience with Special
the right fit we could expand hours during summer
Needs a plus. $12- $15.00 / hr. depending on experimonths if local to Montclair. Email: Annekil@icloud.
ence. Please call: (347) 432-4160 or Email: Ryn_a@
com or call (917) 723-3577. References required.
Hotmail.com.
AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
$15.00/HR
Seeking a reliable, kind, responsible sitter for after
school at least three days per week. We are flexible
with start times (between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m.) and
days. Must have car for driving to local activities; help
with homework, etc. 9 year old twins and 14 year old.
Starting immediately. Please call Rachel at (917) 3599082 or email: racheldth92@gmail.com.
$15.00 / HR, BABYSITTER FOR 2 SMALL
CHILDREN, BLOOMFIELD
Seeking a reliable, friendly, patient & responsible sitter
for 4 year-old girl & 3 year-old boy. 28 hrs / week,
Mon – Thurs, 8 am – 3:30 pm. Special Ed Major a plus.
Salary based on exp. Please call Alex (973) 951-6854 or
Email: Alexandradaste@hotmail.com.
$30-$40.00 / HR, DJ / MC MOBILE
ENTERTAINMENT CO., BERGEN COUNTY
Triple Platinum DJ Entertainment
(www.3platinum.com) is looking to hire outgoing
MCs / DJs. Must be comfortable speaking into a
microphone in front of large groups of people. We are
more interested in an MC… the DJ part is easy. We
will train prospective entertainers & supply all equipment . Having your own car is a must & living near
Bergen County is important, as most of our events
are in Bergen Co. and surrounding areas. Please call
Anthony for more information & possible interview at
(800) 596-4772.

$15 00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER,
GLEN RIDGE
Seeking a reliable, fun & friendly After-School Sitter
for 2 children (5 & 9 yrs old) in Glen Ridge. Hours
are 3-5:00 p.m. Monday thru Thursday. Must have
own car for afterschool pick-ups & to drive to a few
activities. Some light homework with 3rd grader. ImHELP WANTED, WESTFIELD
mediate Start. $15/ hour. Call Julie at (973) 558-2246
Looking for a Montclair student to drive 5 year-old boy home or Email: j14albers@gmail.com.
to Westfield area. We will provide car seat. Place of pick up:
Ben Samuels Pre School (on Clove Road). Pick up time: 2:30 $15 / HR, SOME AFT SCHOOL / EVES / FEW
pm (can arrange for pick up time to vary between 2 and 3 OVERNIGHTS, DRIVING SITTER, MONTCLAIR
pm). Start Date: Jan 4th, but can negotiate to a later start date. Seeking mature care-giver for two children (ages 9
If interested call Tom at (201) 921-4687 or Email: tchiododds@ & 12). Need 1-2 afternoons & possibly evenings per
aol.com.
week. Our schedule is flexible. On those occasions, will
need someone to pick up from bus, homework assist,
$15-20 / HR, BEFORE or AFTER SCHOOL, DRIVING
drive to activities, prepare dinner. There will also be
SITTER, LIVINGSTON
occasional overnight help needed when I travel for
Seeking responsible care for two children (age two & five). In work (we are only minutes from campus!). Will need
the mornings every Mon – Fri, we need someone from 6:30
to assist with breakfast, pack lunches & get youngam-7:30 am (could be flexible) to assist with breakfast, light
est on bus by 8:45 am. Must have own car w/a clean
clean-up & getting the kids to school. On some workday
driving record. Experience preferred & references
afternoons, we may need someone from 5:00 – 7:00 pm to
required. Email: ilse@newpublishingsolutions.come
pick-up from school, light snacks, homework assist, drivor text: (917) 825-9255.
ing to local sports & supervision of play. Must have own
car with a clean driving record. Experience preferred & a
LIFE SCIENCES–AQUACULTURE / TRAINING
reference(s) required. Email:xiongiue@yahoo.com or text:
AQUARIST / AQUACULTURIST, CLIFTON
(973) 520-6980.
Needed for a growing company within the pet
industry. We operate as a purpose-driven organiza$25 / DAY, EARLY MORNING BABYSITTER / CARE,
tion with relevant meaning to people’s lives. With a
VERONA
compelling mission, we are known as much for our
Seeking a responsible, dependable & kind person to provide values as for our products & services. Absolutely Fish
early-morning care for two boys (8 & 9) in Verona. Hours
Inc. is a national leader in the sales & service of tropical
are Monday-Friday 7am-8:30 am (drop off at Laning Ave
fish (freshwater & marine). It has been recognized &
School). You must have a car & clean driving record, as
awarded numerous times for outstanding service to
well as references. Responsibilities include waking the
the community & to the cause of environmental conboys up, supervising them while they get dressed, have
servation. We’re looking for a self-motivated, resultsbreakfast, clean up & get packed up for school. We pay $25
driven person with compassion for animals & passion
per day. We have a dog, so you should be comfortable with
for our environment. The ideal candidate would be
dogs. Please contact me by email or phone at your earliest
able to articulately explain concepts to both adults and
convenience. We need someone to begin immediately: (347) children. Basic knowledge of fish keeping & Aquaria
628-2658 orChristinegarson@gmail.com.
is preferred but not required. Must be available a
minimum of 4 days per week, weekends included,
$15-20 / HR, MOTHER’S HELPER & OCCASIONAL
20-25 hrs minimum. Email resume AND cover letter to
BABYSITTER, BLOOMFIELD
Contact@AbsolutelyFish.com
Seeking kind & reliable person to help care for my 4 month
old daughter. Until end of February, position would entail
GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNITY,
watching her in our home while I am there. Would need
CEDAR GROVE
someone 2 to 3 days a week for 3 hours a day. Days of the
We are a growing consulting & training firm located in
week are flexible. From March on, would need occasional
Cedar Grove, NJ., looking for a part-time office admin
baby sitter weekday nights, weekends, or weekdays if child to work on selective projects including helping with
is sick and cannot attend daycare. Start: ASAP. Experience
training calendar, event planning, managing content
with infants and references required, education major a plus. (website, social media, blogs), web research, creatEmail: betholudek@yahoo.com or text: (832) 264-8117.
ing & editing content, answering phones, contacting
clients, & helping to manage the company. The ideal
$20-25 HR./ EXCEL TUTORING/ IN-HOME, NUTLEY
candidate must be a self-starter, willing to learn, high
Looking to get back into the corporate workforce and need
energy, & trustworthy. This job is not for everyone, as
to find someone to come to my home and sit beside me to
we are in a high paced & high growth firm meaning
teach me beginner/intermediate EXCEL. I am not working your role will evolve quickly. We also have a social
now and can only afford $20- 25.00 / hour CASH. Basically
mission, & we are only looking for people who “beI need someone to show me how to input MY business info
lieve” in our mission & vision. Candidates MUST have
into the program & show me the different things I can do
the following qualifications: High School diploma or
with my business info to motivate me & excite me to practice equivalent (Preference given to JRs & SRs or MBA),
on my own. I am also looking for OUTLOOK help also if
fluent in English, Confident while respectful, Power
you can help with that after Excel, and possibility for some
Computer user & skillful w / Microsoft Office, social
more advanced WORD. If not that’s fine. My main concern
media tools, & preferably Word Press. Able to work
is EXCEL and OUTLOOK. You must not only be proficient in the U.S, w/o sponsorship, & willing to learn. As a
in your knowledge but able to TEACH your knowledge
training company, a “bonus” is unlimited learning.
to another. Will be asking for references and proof of your
Must be able to work 20 hours a week at a minimum
knowledge. And be able to be fairly consistent with availon a project / freelance basis. If you fit the profile, comability for several appts. I cant have an hour lesson & then
plete the job candidate form at https://pmoadvisory.
not another one for a month. Looking for days and weekend wufoo.com/forms/office-assistant-candidate-form/.
availability preferably but wont rule out evenings. email:
deem100@yahoo.com.
$15.00 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, CEDAR
GROVE
MANAGING EDITOR, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a babysitter for two fun boys, ages 2 & 5 (both
MontclairDispatch.com has an immediate opening for
potty trained) for after-school 2 days per week, approx.
Managing Editor. Position willl oversee the day-to-day work 5:00 – 7:30 pm , as well as for once a week from5:00of The Montclair Dispatch’s editorial team. Applicants must 10:00 pm (exact hours TBD). Duties would include
be available to work 16 hrs/week from our Montclair, NJ
school pickup, limited dinner prep, and playing.
offices. Email rsume & cover letter to NewsDesk@Montclair- Must be a reliable driver and must have references.
Dispatch.com & visit MontclairDispatch.com/jobs for more We are located at the Cedar Grove/Little Falls border
information.
right off Montclair Ave. Start ASAP (babysitter needed as soon as 11/5). Email: Knorman1@gmail.com.

$15/HR, AFTERNOON SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Looking for a responsible sitter for 3-4 weekdays after
school for my
12-year old son beginning on Monday, March 7th.
Hours from 2:30 until
about 5 pm. Some nearby driving to activities (please
have a car with
clean driving record) and occasional play dates. He is
a sweet, well
behaved boy! Please Email: Heidi at H_Rosen20@
yahoo.com or Call/Text
(973) 951-8697.

For Rent
SAVE $$$ – ACROSS FROM MSU
Save $$$. Female students, Grads. Summer or fall
room rentals. June-August or 2015 school year. Furnished, across from campus. Internet inc. Singles or
share. Available June (possibly May).
Call (973) 778-1504.
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, Mon-Fri. Only 3 mins.
walk to MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call (973) 819-0334.
Sun-Sat, 5 a.m.-8:00 p.m. ONLY.
Place YOUR Classified in The Montclarion. LOW
RATES & EXTENDED EXPOSURE. BOOK YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD NOW.
For more info Email MontclarionAdSales@gmail.com
or call Don Spielvogel (973) 655-5237 or (215) 860-5533.

DO YOU

LIKE

TO WRITE?
DO YOU

LIKE

TO CREATE?
DO YOU

LIKE

TO GET INVOLVED?

IF SO, JOIN

THE
MONTCLARION.
OPENINGS
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- Editorial
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- Graphics Editor
- Staff Writers
- Web Editor
FOR MORE
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MONTCLARIONCHIEF
@GMAIL.COM.
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Global Education Center

Study Abroad
“The world is a book, and those who do no travel only read a page”

Have questions about studying
abroad?
Talk to someone who actually
went!
Contact a Study Abroad Peer Advisor!
Students who were once in your position
and are eager to share their experiences
http://goo.gl/EAWAWY

Want to learn more about Study Abroad
Programs before making your decision?
Attend a Study Abroad Information Session
Wednesdays at SC 415 at 2:30pm
Walk-ins, No appointment necessary

Need more information on
studying abroad, but can’t
make an appointment during
the day?
Evening Advising with Study
Abroad Alumni
Student Center Lobby
Mondays at 5:00-8:00pm

To schedule an appointment with the Study Abroad Coordinator
email: charlotn@mail.montclair.edu

https://www.montclair.edu/global-education/study-abroad/outgoing-students/

themontclarion.org
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A New Yogi Berra Drive: The Traffic Solution
S

itting in traffic is never
fun and unfortunately, Montclair State students and faculty
have been doing a lot more of
it. Due to annual enrollment increasing each year, the campus
community has come across
one unique problem: getting off
campus.
At this time, there are three
ways to enter Montclair State
University: via Clove Road, Valley Road or Yogi Berra Drive.
However, there are only two
ways to exit campus: via Clove
Road or Valley Road. This has
caused an immense amount
of frustration, as cars line both
Clove Road and Valley Road
when classes end.
Montclair State usually pushes
problems of this magnitude to
the side, but it seems like they
have finally been able to ac-

knowledge a problem that faces
nearly all students and faculty
members each day.
A recent traffic study completed in 2014 by Stonefield Engineering & Design, LLC, found
that Montclair State demonstrated a need for an additional
exit on campus. Soon after the
completion of the traffic study,
Montclair State proposed a plan
to make the one-way Yogi Berra
Drive entrance into a two-way
road, thus creating another way
for students and faculty to leave
campus. This plan calls for a
new traffic light to be implemented at the junction of Valley Road and Yogi Berra Drive
along with various smaller
changes.
Montclair State has made tons
of structural improvements to
buildings in a number of expansions, but this proposal would

mark a long-awaited change in
transportation at the university.
Montclair State is commonly
critiqued for ignoring the necessary changes that need to be
made, but it is nice to see that
the university is finally stepping
up and listening to the needs of
the community it serves.
Since the growth of Montclair
State shows no sign of slowing
and more people will be on the
roads surrounding campus, it
is important to find ways to reduce the amount of traffic. The
proposed plan allows traffic
leaving campus to be funneled
into three exits instead of just
two. This will be key when people are leaving class in the afternoon and early evening, when
traffic slows due to the sheer
volume of cars on the roads.
Clove Road, Valley Road
and Normal Avenue quickly

Thumbs Up

fill with vehicles when students leave their classes at 2:30
p.m., and the trend continues
well into the night. This poses
a problem to individuals who
need to get off campus in a hurry for a job or internship. Thus,
having an extra exit will undoubtedly speed up the process
of individuals leaving campus.
By lessening the amount of
traffic present at any given
time, everyone will be able to
get around campus in a more
efficient manner. It will be even
more efficient for shuttle services, as shuttles will not have
to wait as long to make turns or
merge onto Clove Road. While
this will not alleviate all of the
problems commonly associated
with shuttle services at Montclair State, it will help students
get to class more quickly.
While much of the Montclair

State community is on board
with this change, the City of
Clifton and Passaic County
have an opposing view. Montclair State has wanted to make
changes to Yogi Berra Drive for
a long time, but the City of Clifton and Passaic County have
prevented Montclair State from
making any changes to Yogi
Berra Drive since their first legal bout in 2005.
Currently, Montclair State is
in the process of taking legal action to make Yogi Berra Drive
a two way street. With some
luck, Montclair State, as well as
the City of Clifton and Passaic
County, will come to an agreement that will benefit all parties
in a positive way.

Thumbs Down

Egyptian version of “SNL” launches

Kalamazoo Uber shooting

Disneyland 60th Anniversary
Special

Dr. Luke and Ke$ha controversy

Jeb Bush suspends campaign

Campus
Voices:
Should
Yogi Berra
Drive become
a two-way
road?

“I don’t think it should be
a thing. I don’t see it happening. I am a new driver,
and it is weird going down
the hill, because just going
up was a struggle at first. ”
- Elna Dufrenee
Sophomore,
Psychology

“Downton Abby”series finale conflicts with “Oscars”

“I think it is convenient for
people to be able to come
in and out. It causes less
trouble for people just to
get around. I don’t have
a car, so it wouldn’t really
affect me, but for someone
that commutes, it would
be a bigger deal.”
- Vince Borbe
Freshman,
Undeclared

“I think [it should], as
long as it helps the traffic and helps it flow, because [the traffic] is really
bad around that intersection. I think, as long as it
makes the traffic better, I
wouldn’t mind. It would
be great.”
- Jinal Kapadia
Freshman,
Journalism

“I don’t drive here at all,
so I’m a bit indifferent
about it. But, I feel like it
would be a safety hazard,
because there are a lot of
cars here going in and out,
and it is going to [cause] a
lot of traffic.”
- Teresa Buque
Senior,
Theatre
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Not Ready for Hillary, Not Feeling the Bern for Bernie
Democratic presidential candidates are not all they’re cracked up to be

H

i l lary Clinton must
be having
déjà vu.
As
was
the case
DANIEL
in 2008,
FALKENHEIM
Clinton
ASSISTANT SPORTS
was preEDITOR
sumed
to be the Democratic nominee
heading into this year’s election. Clinton was supposed to
be unstoppable, and there was
no one to point to as a potential
challenger.
Barack Obama, then a young,
little-known Senator from Illinois, came out of nowhere
in 2008 and overcame Clinton
by offering hope and change.
Now, a 74-year-old Democratic
socialist from Vermont, known
as Bernie Sanders, is giving
Clinton a fight she never anticipated. Once again, an unknown
entity was able to go to the left
of Clinton and challenge her
status as the presumptive nominee.
However, there’s a reality
that many liberals are afraid to
face: Clinton is not the first-rate
candidate she’s been made out
to be.
The biggest problem facing
Clinton this time around is that
her campaign lacks a central
theme. Every political candidate needs to have an elevator
pitch for their candidacy. Donald Trump’s is “Make America
Great Again,” and he presents
himself as the only candidate
that can get that done. Sanders’
is that the system is rigged, the
middle class has been crushed
by Wall Street’s greed, and we
need a political revolution to
change all of that. Marco Rubio’s is that the policies of old
are clearly not working, and
he’ll usher in a new American
century to revitalize the American dream.
Still, I honestly can’t tell you
what Clinton’s pitch is, because
her message is all over the place.
One day she is a “progressive
who likes to get things done,”
the next day her pitch is that she
is the heir apparent to Obama.
Some days, she says that Sanders is unrealistic and is only a
one-issue candidate and, other
times, she’ll make the case that
she’s the only candidate qualified to be commander in chief.
These are all fine arguments to
make, but they lack a central
theme to tie them all together.
Clinton needs to have a fervent message, especially when
she has an authenticity problem
according to a sizable portion
of the American population.
In 2015, Quinnipiac University surveyed potential voters’
opinions on Clinton, among
other candidates. The results
were troubling. 61 percent of
responders said that Clinton
is not honest and trustworthy,
and the two words associated
most frequently with Clinton
were “liar” and “dishonest.”
I don’t necessarily agree with
these characterizations, but it’s
hard to see Clinton exceeding expectations in a general
election when the majority of

B

Americans deem her “dishonest.”
Additionally, this primary
hasn’t forced Clinton to address
her tenure as Secretary of State,
which is bound to be her biggest liability in the general election. Clinton is campaigning
in the primary that her experience is why she is ready to be
commander in chief, but that is
exactly what Republicans will
point to in the general election
to prove why she shouldn’t be
president.
It’s easy. Clinton will say she
has foreign policy experience,
but Republicans will say the
Middle East further devolved
under her watch. Republicans
will make the pitch that the
“Obama-Clinton foreign policy” has made America fundamentally less safe and led to the
appearance of ISIS. Clinton is
campaigning on how great the
Iran deal is, but Republicans
will say it is a disaster and puts
Iran on the path to a nuclear
bomb. Without a doubt, Republicans will point to Benghazi
and say that Clinton let four
Americans die under her watch.
Once again, I don’t agree
with the majority of those attacks. However, the election
won’t be about how Democrats
feel about Clinton’s tenure as
Secretary of State. The most recent polls show the majority of
Americans disapprove of President Obama’s foreign policy.
So, it’s not going to be tough
to make the case that America
doesn’t need another four years
of liberal foreign policy.
All of Clinton’s weaknesses
further prove the point that she
needs a rallying cry, a message
that will cut through all of the
Republican attacks. Her message needs to push her negative
characteristics into the shadows
and bring her most positive
characteristics into the spotlight.
I’ll offer Clinton some unsolicited campaign advice. Her
message needs to be “I’m a
fighter. I fought for children in
my time at the Children’s Defense Fund. I fought to get 9/11
first responders the health insurance they desperately needed. I fought to enhance women’s rights across the globe, and
we need to end the boy’s club
that is politics. When I’m elected into office, I’ll fight for you.”
To be fair, her latest message
has been that “we’ll tear down
all the barriers that stand in
the way of Americans fulfilling their potential,” and it was
incredibly effective at the last
PBS debate. Clinton needs to
hammer that message hard, and
then she’ll become the formidable candidate we all expected
her to be.

Melisa Vallovera| The Montclarion

ernie Sanders was
never supposed to make it this
far into the election cycle. Sanders’ ideas were presumed to be
too radical, his campaign was
labeled “fringe,” and there was
supposed to be no reality where
Sanders could challenge Hillary Clinton. Despite a long career in the public sphere, from
participating in the Civil Rights
Movement to being the ranking
member on the Senate Budget
Committee, Sanders was not a
household name.
After all, how could a selfdescribed Democratic socialist
ever make a serious presidential bid? It seemed preposterous. Yet, here we are.
Sanders is effectively tapping
into a message of economic
populism and has become the
natural evolution of the 2011
Occupy Wall Street movement.
Sanders has forced the nation to
pay attention to him. However,
Sanders’ stardom is not everything it’s made out to be.
Instead, there’s an underlying
numbers problem beneath Bernie’s bluster. Sanders’ common
retort to electability questions
is to say that his candidacy will
usher in record voter turnout.
Sanders says, by way of the
people, he’ll prompt a political
revolution and will radically
change the way Washington
D.C. works. Here’s a reality
check. There’s no conclusive evidence to show that will happen.
In 2008, then-Senator Barack
Obama conducted a political
uprising that Americans hadn’t
seen since President Ronald Reagan’s election in 1980.
Obama swept the nation with
an idealistic fervor and set record voter turnout across the
country. Sanders’ campaign is
hinged upon a similar result,
yet approximately 73,000 less
voters have participated in the
first three primaries as compared to 2008.
On “Meet the Press,” Sanders
admitted that voter turnout in
the Nevada caucuses was “not
as high as I wanted.” In saying
that, however, Sanders is admitting that his main mechanism
for change is failing. By his own
logic, he cannot accomplish any
of his proposals without a political revolution.
Let’s also dabble in Sanders’
proposed reality where hundreds of thousands – if not millions – of disenfranchised voters
are brought into the system,and
a political upheaval actually
occurs. I genuinely hope that
can happen, but I’m skeptical
that will change things. Again,
Obama accomplished what
Sanders is hoping for, yet the
political divide expanded over
the course of Obama’s presidency. The instruments for institutional gridlock, such as gerrymandering, will still largely
be in place.
This coincides with a pragmatic argument against a Sanders presidency. Getting bills
passed through Congress is a
numbers game, and Sanders
will never have the numbers.
A bill requires 218 votes in the
House of Representatives and

51 votes in the Senate to pass.
Currently, the Democrats are
the minority in both houses
of Congress and would need
to net 30 seats in the House of
Representatives and five seats
in the Senate to regain the majority of both.
The Democrats have a chance
of regaining their majority in
the Senate, but it will be nearly
impossible to regain their majority in the House. Simply,
there aren’t enough races in the
House for the Democrats to net
the required amount of seats for
a majority. Even with a political
revolution, Sanders will never
have 218 votes in the House to
even allow his proposals to see
the light of day in the Senate.
In turn, at the same time,
there’s no incentive for Republicans to work with Sanders
were he to win the presidency.
No Republican will ever vote
for universal health care, free
college, progressive taxes or
breaking up the bigger banks. A
Republican vote for any Sanders proposal would kill any
chance of his re-election in 2020.
Similar to their Republican
colleagues, Democrat House
representatives residing in red
states will not be all that eager
to align themselves with Sanders. This argument also applies
to Hillary Clinton, but Sanders
has less of a chance to get every
single Democrat to rally behind
his ideas.
Even still, I’ve gotten this
far without mentioning what
might be one of Sanders’ biggest weaknesses: foreign policy.
Sanders has no foreign policy
experience and struggles every time international affairs
are brought up during debates.
However, his only argument
seems to be: “I didn’t vote for
the Iraq War.” That is a fine
point to make, but it is not a foreign policy in and of itself.
On Sanders’ issue page on
his website, there are 18 other
issues listed until you finally
reach one regarding foreign
policy. No one can become an
expert on international affairs
solely by casting votes in the
Senate, and perhaps that is why
Obama has never been able to
craft a consistent and effective
foreign policy doctrine.
In a sense, Sanders has already
won. Income inequality is now
accepted by most as a fact and
something that needs to be
changed, while four years ago,
bringing the subject up was said
to be a tool for warfare among
the classes. In turn, Sanders is
giving a fight that Clinton could
have never predicted. Sanders
bucked conventional wisdom
and is running one of the best
campaigns in recent history.
Overall, I find myself agreeing
with the majority of Sanders’
proposals, but I can’t picture a
scenario where they become reality. At the same time, he’s authentic and blunt — and that’s
a widely welcomed addition to
the current political environment.

Daniel Falkenheim, a Journalism major,
is in his first year as Assistant Sports
Editor for The Montclarion.

A Plus-Sized Change

Media is making much-needed steps toward body positivity and acceptance

“S

ports Illustrated” releases its
much-anticipated
swimsuit
JESSICA
edition
MAHMOUD
a n n u COLUMNIST
ally. Having three different covers, this
year’s swimsuit edition has
become revolutionary, because
it’s the first to feature a plussize model.
At just 28 years old, Ashley
Graham, a size 16, has already

greatly contributed to the body
positivity movement.
While the announcement of
a new Barbie doll collection
that featured all different body
types, skin tones and hair textures has been a step in the right
direction in the field of body
positivity, I think that Graham’s
“Sports Illustrated” cover is an
even bigger deal.
Magazines have always displayed the female body as a
Photoshopped image, leaving
individuals to feel the need to
comply with typical beauty
standards: skinny and perfect.
Graham’s photo signifies a so-

cietal change towards body acceptance, as the photo was not
retouched, which is great to see,
considering the magazine’s target demographic is males.
I think this can also be looked
at as a win for body image activists and feminists around the
world. In her book, “The Beauty
Myth,” Naomi Wolf discusses
that beauty is “about men’s
institutions and institutional
power” rather than women’s.
This magazine cover represents
going against what is traditionally considered “beautiful”
by males and showing that all
bodies are beautiful, which is

often what body positivity is all
about.
This is only a recent development, as many media sources
continue to refuse to show images that have been not been
touched-up
in
Photoshop.
“Sports Illustrated” not only
featuring a plus-size model, but
also not editing her appearance
is starting to allow models who
look similar to everyday people
to be displayed in the media.
The only really interesting
twist to this is that “Sports Illustrated” is a magazine that is
targeted towards males. While
Graham may be making an im-

pact on the front cover, there are
still far too many poor examples
of acceptance on the rest of the
pages, as women who pick up
the issue will quickly realize.
Regardless, this magazine is
making a major step towards
change, and hopefully, other
magazines will follow suit, so
that people will feel empowered after getting their monthly
subscriptions.

Jessica Mahmoud, a Journalism major,
is in her second year as a columnist for
The Montclarion.
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Understanding Feminism as More Than Just a Stereotype
Are stereotypes taking away from the real issues of feminism?

B

eing
a feminist
in today’s
society
is
quite
exhausting. There
HALEY WELLS
are many
COLUMNIST
misconceptions
about feminism that make creating change difficult. However, that has never stopped me.
To this day, I continue to fight
for equality in society despite
the many stereotypes that I
have to fight.
Unfortunately, it seems that
the fight against stereotypes
has started to outweigh the
fight against issues of sexism. I
should be telling people about
the many countries where child
marriage is legal and how it is
affecting the lives of young girls
around the globe. Instead, I argue with people that feminism
is not about hating men. I find
myself explaining everything
that feminism is not instead of
explaining everything that feminism is.

How does that seem effective? Why am I still forced to be
validating my feminism when
there are actual issues in the
world that others need to be
aware of? The answer seems to
be that people are so afraid of
feminism, because they are not
quite sure what it is. Usually, it
is not even their fault, because
we live in a society that has
framed feminism into something radical and hateful, which
is exactly what it is not.
When I asked many of my
friends — both male and female — about their thoughts on
feminism, there were different
reactions. The gist of most of the
negative thoughts about it was
that feminism is about hating
men, while the consensus of the
positive views was that feminism is about fighting for equality. As someone who knows the
actual definition of feminism
— a belief that women and men
should have the same social,
political and economic rights —
it was hard to accept the negative comments.
I did have a friend that said
feminism is a good movement

and a good thing, but it fails to
tackle bigger issues, in part because of the label social media
has put on feminism.
Social media is a tricky thing,
because anyone can make a social media account and put their
views out there, no matter how
controversial or incorrect those
views may be. Many people’s
ideas of a community could be
altered for better or for worse
based on social media.
Unfortunately for feminists,
social media seems to enforce
the stereotype that we are aggressive toward men, and
tweets and statuses that generalize men are not helping the
cause. We have evolved from
the misconception that “all
men are the same,” but this is
undermined by accounts created about meninism which enforce the idea that feminism is
an attack on men. The accounts
make sexist tweets that degrade
feminism and women in general. They will find an example
of radical feminism and make
their followers believe all feminists act that way, which seems
to be extremely hypocritical,

considering all parties involved
lose it when women say men
are all the same.
The problem is that enough
radical feminists have been able
to alter many people’s minds
on feminism. In fact, a radical group of any community is
bound to stir up controversy
towards that community. Islam
and Christianity are two religious communities that are often put under scrutiny because
of extremists, but we know not
to make assumptions about either of these religions based on
the violent acts that extremists
have committed in the past.
Therefore, we should be able
to understand the difference
between extreme feminists and
more moderate feminists as
well.
This conversation I brought
up to my friends lasted for two
hours. During those two hours,
I spent the time defining what
feminism is and making sure
everyone did not form opinions
about it based on radical feminism. By the end of the conversation, I realized that I had completely proven my point.

So many topics can be covered in a two-hour conversation about the latest violations
of women’s rights across the
globe. However, I spent the entire time shooting down stereotypes and not raising awareness
for any of those feminist issues.
It seems now that, when I
bring up feminism to take two
steps in a better direction, I am
pushed back to where I was and
remain fighting to take those
two steps again. It is quite annoying, especially since many
people are feminists without
even realizing it.
If you believe that women
and men should be on the same
social, political and economic
levels, then you are technically
a feminist. So why can’t we stick
together and form a movement
that is geared towards making
those levels equal? Why don’t
we stop feminism from seeming
like a dirty word and make people see it for what it is: a push
toward equality?

Haley Wells, a Communication and
Media Arts major, is in her first year as
a columnist for The Montclarion.

Tell us your opinions on Twitter: @themontclarion
Republicans Unjust in Trying to Delay Supreme Court Nomination
Death of Justice Scalia leads to Supreme Court tug-of-war

T

he
death of
Supreme
C o u r t
Associate
Justice
Antonin
NICHOLAS DA SILVA S c a l i a
COLUMNIST
has not
only led
to a shake-up in the Supreme
Court, but it has also created
another drastic dispute between our nation’s two political
parties.
When Scalia passed away
on Saturday, Feb. 13, it left the
Supreme Court with an empty
seat. That seat needs to be filled,
but the question of who will fill
it has been thrown into question
by the plans of the Republican
Party.
Many members of the Republican Party have announced

In response to “U.S. Women’s
Soccer Team Seizes the Moment,
Fans Celebrate Women’s Athletic
Triumphs” by Daniel Falkenheim,
published on Aug. 15, 2015.
“Personally I’m a NFL, soccer,
hockey and college sports fan.
[Soccer] is not popular in America, but that does not mean we
do not have fans here. I grew
up with soccer. I still play and
I coach. I love the sport and pay
to watch it on TV. It is the first
sport I have ever played and I
stuck with it and ended up getting a scholarship. Unfortunately, during recent years, I have
been having ankle and knee
problems. So, to answer your
question, yes: to some people
in the USA like me, it is important.”
Xcho

their desire to stall the process
of appointing a new justice until a new president is in office.
If a member of the Republican
Party wins the election, the new
president will likely nominate
a judge that has conservative
values in line with their own.
At this point, the fear the Republicans have is that President
Obama will nominate a liberal
justice, which would shift the
Supreme Court to be more of a
liberal institution.
In an interview with “ABC
News,” Senator Ted Cruz expressed his desire to prevent
an Obama nominee from getting appointed: “This should
be a decision for the people.
Let the election decide it. If the
Democrats want to replace the
nominee, they need to win the
election.”
Cruz’s statement is quite
contradictory, as he said that

the people should decide who
the new justice will be, yet
it was the people who gave
Obama the power to appoint
judges in 2012. What Cruz
and many other Republicans
are actually doing is stalling
an important political process
for their own selfish purposes.
The majority of the Republican
Party is trying to turn this issue into a chess game with the
Democratic Party, but it is really
a simple process.
The Supreme Court will
still be able to vote on cases as
long as they have six members
to vote on an issue, but it is now
likely that these cases could fall
into a four-to-four tie between
the eight members. As a result,
they would either have to rely
on the opinion of a lower court,
or they would have to put the
case on hold until a new justice
is appointed. In short, the vot-

ing process on major national
issues is dramatically more
complicated when only eight
members of the nine intended
are present.
On Feb. 13, Obama discussed the importance of appointing a new justice in a press
statement released after the Scalia’s death: “These are responsibilities that I take seriously.
They’re bigger than any one
party. They are about our democracy. They’re about the institution to which Justice Scalia
dedicated his professional life
and making sure it continues to
function as the beacon of justice
that our founders envisioned.”
Republicans are going out
of their way to fight Obama’s
attempt to find Scalia’s successor and are overlooking their
duty to ensure that the government functions properly. To try
to disrupt the Supreme Court’s

ability to enforce justice is an insult to the memory of Scalia.
You do not have to be a Republican or a Democrat to see
the wrong that is impeding on
the political process. The country is going through enough
political turmoil at the moment,
so having the Supreme Court
be thrown into unrest over the
petty desires of the Republican Party is frustratingly coldhearted.
There is nothing that legally
prevents Obama from appointing a new Supreme Court justice, so the members of the
Republican Party behind this
boycott need to get a grip and
focus on actually winning the
White House in November.

In response to “Vandalism on
Calcia Hall Brings Up Issues of
Inaccessibility and Departmental
Problems” by Kristen Bryfogle and
Carla DuBose, published on Dec.
7, 2015.

In response to “Lenni-Lenape
Panel Celebrates Native American
Heritage” by Jennifer Leon, published on Dec. 3, 2015.

In response to “Vandalism on
Calcia Hall Brings Up Issues of
Inaccessibility and Departmental
Problems” by Kristen Bryfogle and
Carla DuBose, published on Dec.
7, 2015.

We at “The
Montclarion”
created The Voices In
Our Webs in an effort to
provide an open forum
for the unheard voices
of our community. All
comments are edited for
grammar and spelling.
It is at the discretion of
“The Montclarion” to abstain from printing any
comments deemed offensive to staff, students
or persons in particular.

“The administration must have
been rather anxious to keep
people from seeing what was
written, since they felt the need
to power-wash it away. Regardless of who does the chalking– it
is, well, chalk. They could have
just waited for the next rain.”
ThatSkoolKid
In response to “Parking at Montclair State: It’s All Packed Here,”
published on Dec. 23, 2015.
“Under reported resident parking issues. I NEED my car, not
just because I want it.”
Anonymous

“Really good approach. I really appreciate Jennifer Leon.
Thanks for organizing this
event. This is good for native
Americans.”
Native Canadian single
In response to “Minimum Wage
Debate Sees Maximum Raise” by
Nicholas Da Silva, published on
Nov. 29, 2015.

“That sounds great that they’re
planning to work on it, but what
about myself and my peers? We
pay full price for mediocre facilities. It’s a lot of money and
won’t see any changes in the
near future.”
Kai

“These advocates of raising the
minimum wage, which isn’t
meant to be a living wage to
begin with, sure do like putting
people out of work.”
Derron

Concerning Editorials and Columns

Nicholas Da Silva, a Journalism major,
is in his second year as a columnist for
The Montclarion.

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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Performers and set pieces from the upcoming production of ‘The Producers,’ debuting on Feb. 26.

Alexandra Clark
Staff Writer

A Backstage Look at
‘The Producers’

The Montclair State University Department of Theater and
Dance’s production of “The
Producers” is in tech week after
five weeks of rehearsals as they
gear up for a show that director
Clay James calls full of “nonstop laughter.”
The Mel Brooks musical
originally opened on Broadway in 2001 with Nathan Lane
and Matthew Broderick in the
starring roles of Max and Leo,
respectively — the same roles
they ended up playing in the
2005 film. The two men devise
a scheme to produce a terrible
show in order to collect the
surplus money they make after
raising the funds for the show
when it inevitably flops on
opening night.

The musical opened on
Broadway a few months before
Sept. 11, 2001, and James says
the show did a lot to boost morale among New Yorkers when
it remained open even after the
attacks.
“They kept [the show] going,” James recalled. “I think it
helped New Yorkers find something to laugh at during a really
trying time for the city.”
According to James, seeing
the show at Montclair State
will be like seeing the show on
Broadway. The production is
implementing the original direction and choreography by
Susan Stroman from the Broadway show as well as the same
scenic design by Robin Wagner
and costume design by William
Ivey Long. The costuming alone
is valued at over $1 million.
One of the more breathtaking

set pieces featured in the show
is a 30-foot tilting mirror that is
used to give a bird’s eye view of
the huge rotating swastika for
the song, “Springtime for Hitler,” which is an eight-minute
sequence. James looks forward
to this number of the show the
most as well as the song, “I
Wanna Be a Producer.”
“It’s gonna be a lot of fun.
We have a full stage of fog and
special effects. Girls pop out of
filing cabinets...always a crowd
pleaser,” James says.
The Montclair State production features over 90 total
students and a full orchestra
composed of 28 students from
the John J. Cali School of Music. There are also about 25 to
30 costumers involved in the
show.
Deirdre Morgan, a junior at
Montclair State, is the hair and

makeup designer who said
that costuming was definitely
a challenge due to the daunting
task of unboxing the more than
40 boxes of costumes shipped to
them. Morgan and Nicole Ferrigno, juniors in the wardrobe department, were in charge of organizing all the costumes along
with many others. Both agree
that it is great to have a piece
of Broadway history here at the
Kasser Theater.
Maddison Albreghts, a freshman Musical Theatre major, is
thrilled to have “The Producers” be her first official performance for the theater department.
“It’s really crazy to be in
Kasser for my first show,” said
Albreghts, a member of the ensemble. “It blew my mind to be
in such a beautiful space. The
process has been tiring, but it’s

been fun, and I’ve learned a lot
about picking things up quickly and having to do it right every time.”
“It’s the biggest show I’ve
ever been a part of. It’s a little
intimidating, but the choreography is a lot of fun,” said Wesley Cappiello, another member
of the ensemble.
James encourages students
to see “The Producers.” “It’s an
audience pleaser if you want to
have a great time and solid entertainment,” he said.
Tickets are selling out fast,
and students can get free tickets to see “The Producers” by
heading to the box office in
Kasser Theater or by purchasing them online.
“The Producers” runs from
Feb. 26 to March 5.

‘Roscars’ Party on Campus Gets
Bigger and Better
A junior at Montclair State
University had his third annual “Roscars” party in Kops
Lounge in Russ Hall on Friday, Feb. 12, where there were
a couple of guest appearances.
The red carpet was rolled out
for the well-dressed guests to
take pictures and socialize on
at 7 p.m. before the main event
started at 8 p.m.
The Roscars is an event made
to emulate the actual Oscars
and is conducted much in the
same way.
Ever since high school, student Ryan Fecskovics had always wanted to have his own
Oscars, because he was angry
at the Oscars nominations.
Feckskovics decided to create his own award ceremony,
the Roscars, to celebrate his
own picks. “It’s an awards
show to nominate any film or
actor in the given year,” said
Fecskovics.
The Montclair State student chooses all the categories
and nominees and gathers his
friends to present the awards
for each category. This year,
there were a total of 12 movies
nominated, 40 categories and
36 actors and actresses nominated in four different categories. The movie “Trainwreck”
alone had 15 nominations.
This year’s Roscars ceremony
was scheduled early because
Fecskovics had to host an Oscars event at his job for the
remaining Saturdays of the
month, but the event went on

Alex Gamboa | The Montclarion

Hannah Wigandt
Contributing Writer

The awards given out at the Roscars.

as planned.
The event began when everyone was seated and Fecskovics
started his comedic commentary, just like actual hosts of the
Oscars do.
It wasn’t until halfway
through the event that a special
guest arrived: Rocky the Red
Hawk. He took photos with
Fecskovics, socialized with
guests and cheered as the winners were announced for each
category.
Fecskovics then announced

that he had tweeted at Brie Larson, who is nominated for Best
Actress for the movie “Room,”
saying that she had won Best
Actress for his event. She responded with, “what an honor” to Fecskovics and Larson’s
agency told him to send the
prize to them. The party was
filmed and live streamed on
Facebook, so even Larson could
watch it.
After all the awards were given out, Fecskovics handed out
toy Oscars to his guests as well.

For three years, Fecskovics
has organized this event by
himself. He is a film major in
the College of the Arts at Montclair State, so the Oscars are
especially important to him.
He receives no funding for the
project at all and has had to go
through the residence halls on
campus to get the rooms for the
party.
The first year he had the
event, Fecskovics scheduled to
have it in Freeman Hall. It was
simple and not as grand as it

has become today. There were
not as many people, and the
space was smaller. Now, three
years later, Fecskovics is proud
of his work with the event and
has worked out all the kinks to
make it even more spectacular.
“The reason why it always
works well is that my friends
have a good time. I love to do
the show and will gladly do it
again for one final time next
year,” said Fecskovics.
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Body Acceptance ‘The Witch’ is a
Must-See Film
Week at
Montclair State
Starts with Art

Students attending the Installation.

Tess Reynolds
Assistant Entertainment Editor
Being in a room covered in mirrors
would make most people want to run
and hide, but in the Student Center
Ballrooms at Montclair State, students
flocked to see hundreds of mirrors that
told different stories: ones of hope,
sadness and determination.
This week is Body Acceptance Week
at Montclair State. Falling in conjunction with the nationally recognized
Eating Disorder Awareness Week,
Body Acceptance Week was created by
the Office of Health Promotion to promote body positivity, explore beauty
standards and help students connect
to resources if they feel they are struggling with an eating disorder or excessive exercise habits.
To kickstart Body Acceptance Week
at Montclair State, the Mirror Project
ran from Tuesday to Thursday in the
Student Center Ballrooms. The Mirror
Project is an art exhibit that challenges students, faculty and staff to think
about how they feel when they look in
a mirror.
“We started Body Acceptance Week
[in 2001] and it was just to make [students] reflect on [their] own thoughts
and [their] own confidence level.” said
Taylor Panczer, a graduate student receiving a masters in public health as
well as an advocate working with the
Office of Health Promotion. “The Mirror Project, in general, started with the
question, ‘What do you see when you
look in the mirror?’”
In years past, the students, faculty
and staff who answered the question
were the ones that wrote their answers
on a mirror. This year, the Office of
Health Promotion volunteers crafted
the mirrors on display, but still let participants create their own mirrors on
Wednesday, Feb. 24 during a Studio
DIY session.

Dominique Douthit, a junior doublemajor in women and gender studies
and communications, is a peer advocate who worked alongside the Office
of Health Promotion to setup the Mirror Project. “The first part was recording all of the surveys that we got about
asking people what they see in the
mirror,” she said, “and, that was really
hard, because you got some really terrible things, and you got some really
great things. I did ones that were like,
‘I see a beautiful person’ and then, ‘I
see someone really ugly.’”
Even though Body Acceptance Week
began in 2001, the Mirror Project was
not conceived until seven years later in
2008 as another way for participants to
look deep inside themselves and past
the reflection in the mirror to see who
they truly are.
“[The Mirror Project] really helps
people realize that everyone has insecurities and that everybody goes
through similar feelings and emotions,” said Olivia Bartell, a sophomore
journalism major. “I think [the project]
is really going to help students realize
that everyone is beautiful in their own,
different way.”
“It gave me a chance to reflect on my
own experiences when I look in the
mirror,” said Douthit. “So I think it’s a
really great opportunity for everyone
to come in and look around and reflect
on what other people said and kind of
compare it to what they see in the mirror.”
“It’s really amazing,” continued
Douthit. “You don’t really have anything else on campus that allows you
to love your body the way it is.”
So, what do you see when you look
in the mirror?

“The Witch” is a new horror movie
that is directed by Robert Eggers and
stars Anya Taylor-Joy, Ralph Ineson,
Katie Dicket and Harvey Scrimshaw.
The setting of the film is New England in the 1630s, and it focuses on
a religious family who is banished
from their plantation due to their
beliefs. When they come to reside in
the middle of the woods, everything
seems fine until one of the children
vanishes. As other mysterious things
begin to happen, the family starts to
have anxiety and stops trusting one
another.
As someone who is not the biggest
fan of the horror genre, I was actually
really looking forward to seeing “The
Witch,” because we have had some
great horror movies so far this decade
(“The Conjuring,” “The Babadook,”
“It Follows”). The reason why those
movies worked so well is because
they did not have constant jumpscares and they didn’t rely solely on
CGI to be scary. “The Witch” looked
like it was going to follow that same
path and, after leaving the theater, I
left with a smile, because I had just
seen a great horror movie.
There is a lot to admire about “The
Witch,” most notably the performances. The acting from everyone
was magnificent, as I believed that
they were truly in fear as well as anxious at the same time. Even still, the
performance that stood out to me the
most was Ineson, who played the father. He did a terrific job and was my
favorite character in the movie. I also
loved the performance from Scrimshaw, who played one of the sons.
There was one scene in particular
that involved him that truly terrified
me and he knocked it out of the park.
Overall, I would say that the acting
was the strongest component of the

movie.
Another factor of the movie that was
remarkable was the directing. A lot of
scenes are directed with such tension,
and Eggers managed to get under your
skin with the camerawork. When things
started to get chaotic and the true horror
happened, then it really hit the fan. The
director also managed to incorporate the
soundtrack perfectly with each scene,
and it was really fantastic. “The Witch”
is a directorial debut from Robert Eggers and, after this movie, I can really see
a bright future ahead of him as a filmmaker.
As far as flaws go, “The Witch” is undoubtedly a slow burn. It’s a movie that
takes its time, and there were times that
I certainly felt the slow pacing. I’m also
not 100 percent sure how I feel about the
ending. It’s not a bad one, but it is different in terms of how a typical horror movie ends. In the end, I admire “The Witch”
for being a different horror movie and
not relying on jump-scares like most
horror movies tend to do nowadays, and
I would highly recommend this movie,
especially for horror fans.
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2016 Academy Awards
Predictions
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Julia Siegel
Staff Writer

Hollywood’s award season will be coming to an end on Feb. 28 with the 88th Annual Academy Awards. The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences will be awarding the best of the best films of 2015 with the coveted Oscar trophy. However, this year the Academy has been under scrutiny for the lack of diversity and major snubs with
nominees. With all that aside, here are my picks for who should and who will win the statues on Sunday night.

Best Animated Feature

Best Adapted Screenplay

Who should / will win - “Inside Out”

Who should / will win - “The Big Short”

This pick is a no-brainer. Disney/Pixar continuously wows with their collaborations on animated features. “Inside Out” is absolutely the best animated feature
of the year and one of the best films of the year overall, in my opinion. There are
no other strong contenders in this category, so Pixar should win its eighth Best
Animated Feature award.

With all the critical acclaim surrounding it, “The Big Short” has the potential to
take home multiple awards on Sunday. “The Big Short” has the strongest, most
well-written screenplay out of all the nominees. As one of my top three films of
the year, I would be surprised if “The Big Short” does not win this category. If it
does not win, then “Carol” probably will.

Best Original Screenplay
Who should / will win - “Spotlight”
This is another no-brainer. “Spotlight” is another one of my favorite three films of the year and
is by far the best-written film of the year. There is nothing to complain about with the amazing
script and story of “Spotlight,” which is why it will win. The other nominees also do not have
strong enough writing to take down “Spotlight.”

Best Supporting Actor
Who should win - Steve Carell, “The Big Short”
When Steve Carell was not nominated for an Oscar, I was very surprised. His
co-star Christian Bale was nominated in this category, but Carell gave a better
performance. Carell should have been a shoe-in nominee and a favorite to win.
If I gave out the awards, Carell would have been my choice.
Who will win - Mark Rylance, “Bridge of Spies”
Mark Rylance has been racking up the awards this season for his performance
in Steven Spielberg’s Cold War drama. Even though Sylvester Stallone won the
Golden Globe and Critics’ Choice Movie Award in this category, Rylance is still
my favorite to win the Oscar.

Best Supporting Actress
Who should win - Alicia Vikander, “The Danish Girl”
Alicia Vikander has had a true breakout year with her leading and supporting
roles in “Ex Machina,” “The Man from U.N.C.L.E.,” “Brunt” and “The Danish
Girl.” Vikander’s busy year has propelled her to the forefront of Hollywood’s
attention. She gave an incredible performance in “The Danish Girl” and certainly
deserves the Oscar more than any of the other nominees.
Who will win - Kate Winslet, “Steve Jobs” or
Alicia Vikander, “The Danish Girl”
Over the past few weeks, there has been more buzz around Kate Winslet potentially winning another Oscar, but I do not think she deserves it over Vikander.
However, do not be surprised if Winslet takes home the gold. My final pick is
Vikander to win the Oscar.

Best Actress

Best Actor

Who should / will win - Brie Larson, “Room”

Who should / will win - Leonardo DiCaprio, “The Revenant”

Even though Brie Larson has appeared in 44 television shows and films, she
made a name for herself this year with “Trainwreck” and “Room.” Her inspiring performance in “Room” alone should make her an Academy Award winner, and there should be no reason why Larson does not win on Sunday.

It should be seven times the charm this year for DiCaprio, who gave another
career performance in “The Revenant.” I do not think DiCaprio has ever made
a bad film or ever given a lackluster performance, and it is crazy that he has
not won an Oscar yet. There is literally nothing else he could do to take home
the gold. If he does not win this year, it will be a major tragedy for Hollywood.

Best Picture

Best Director

Who should / will win - “Spotlight”

Who should win - Ridley Scott, “The Martian”

“Spotlight” probably has the best chance at bringing home the top award of the
night, because it is everything that the Academy looks for in a Best Picture. The
story, music, writing, acting and directing were all superb and worked very
well together. “Spotlight” is a very powerful film that shows the true potential
of journalism when it is at its finest. Due to how the Academy typically votes,
“Spotlight” should win. “The Big Short” also has a good chance, but my guess is
that “Spotlight” will narrowly win.

Ridley Scott not being nominated this year was the biggest Oscar snub. “The
Martian” is my favorite film of the year, and there is no reason why Scott should
not have been nominated. “The Martian” was beautifully directed and should
have earned Scott his first Oscar.
Who will win - Alejandro G. Inarritu, “The Revenant”
This is one of the most wide open categories this year. I really feel that all the
nominees have potential to win. There is not a clear-cut choice as to who will
win, but my bet is on Inarritu, who won this category last year for “Birdman.” I
think Inarritu will be the third director to win back-to-back Oscars, but he will
not win both Best Director and Best Picture again. He will more than likely win
one or the other, so my bet is on Best Director.

Exciting news for sushi fans ...
Introducing new style sushi restaurant

Sports
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Two Decades
After Winning
the Gold
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Former U.S. Women’s
National Team goalkeeper
reflects on her past successes
in the 1996 Atlanta Olympics
Briana Scurry won two gold medals in her career with the U.S. Women’s National Soccer Team.
Jayna Gugliucci
Managing Editor

Seated behind a tiny, worn
desk in junior high, a young girl
scribbled feverishly across a
blank sheet of printer paper in
her soon-to-be fully developed
handwriting: “Atlanta Olympics, Georgia 1996. I have a
dream.” The day the small sign
was written, it was hung proudly on her bedroom wall where
she could look at it each morning
when she awoke and each night
before she turned off her lights
— a reminder of the goal she
hoped to accomplish one day.
In celebration of the 20th
anniversary of the 1996 Olympic Games, journalists, students
and even executives who helped
to plan the event gathered in Atlanta, Georgia on Feb. 19. With
the sun beaming down from an
endless blue sky on Centennial
Olympic Park, time seemed to
stand still as the event began
— transporting each individual
back in time to those incredible
games and the honor that being
a part of them in even the simplest way had brought them.
Titled “Atlanta, 20 Years
Later,” the event promised to

share lessons in sports media
from the last American Summer Olympic Games. With the
keynote speaker being Briana
Scurry, it did much more than
that. Bringing the games back
to life themselves, her words
painted an image that only its
athletes would have had the
opportunity to experience.
With her signage constantly
in sight, then-preteen Scurry
was certain that she would be
at those Olympic Games — she
just wasn’t sure about how.
At the time, the aspiring athlete had earned spots on her
schools’ basketball, track and
field and soccer teams — and,
while soccer rose to the top
of her list, it was the only one
not considered an Olympic
sport, especially for women.
Regardless of that fact, Scurry
continued to pursue her dream
and went on to play the sport
at University of Massachusetts Amherst, where she was
recruited to the women’s AllAmerican team as starting goalkeeper. During one of the most
important games of the season,
one where scouts from across
the country were in attendance,
Scurry and her teammates were

no match for some of the impressive members of the University of North Carolina team.
Still, despite the difficult
loss the team had just faced,
the young athlete was among
a group of women asked to attend the sport’s National Camp
in 1993. While there, Scurry recalled the way she would constantly be scored on and, in
turn, felt as though she were
not as talented as some of the
other women. However, it was
her coach who thought otherwise: “We don’t care how many
times the ball goes into the net.
It’s that you rise up after every goal that is scored and try
even harder the next time.”
After attending camp for
quite some time, Scurry rose
from the fifth most impressive athlete there to the first,
and, in turn, would attend the
Sweden World Cup in 1995 to
prove it. Securing a win there,
the goalkeeper soon found
out that the fading poster on
her bedroom wall that she
had written not too long ago
would soon “become a reality.”
Before she knew it, Scurry
was standing outside the stadium at the opening ceremony of

the 1996 Olympic Games with
other members of the women’s
soccer team. With a sense of
nostalgia, the now-retired athlete went on to describe the feeling of entering the stadium for
the first time. “Everyone who
goes to the Olympics cries,”
said Scurry. “Even the 7-foot
basketball players are running around like little boys.”
The 1996 Summer Olympics
marked the first time that women were invited to compete in
the association football (soccer)
tournament and, in the final
between the United States and
China, 76,000 spectators filled
the stands. “People couldn’t believe that people would show up
for women’s games,” said Scurry. “Those fans came to see us.”
At the end of games which
would become known as the
year of the women, Scurry and
her teammates took home the
gold against China in a close
match that ended 2-1. Following the win of a lifetime,
the team went on to play in
the 1999 World Cup where
Scurry experienced a movement towards rising numbers
in attendance for standalone
women’s sports and games.

Towards the top of the
hour, Scurry ended by taking a moment to reflect on
the past and the promise of
the future ahead for women’s
sports. That night, women’s
U.S. soccer played for the right
to punch their ticket to the
2016 Summer Olympics in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil. “The greatest gift is being able to watch
the women who were watching me on TV the way I once
watched other women on television when I was 8 years old.”
After a round of applause
following her presentation,
Scurry posed for photographs
as well spoke with members of
the audience of her inspirational journey despite the hurdles
that stood in her way. For some,
she even pulled out her two
gold medals — one from 1996
and the other from 2004, which
she allowed them to hold. “Go
ahead, put it on — I’m all about
equal opportunity,” said Scurry.

Montclair State Swimming and Diving wraps up 2015-16 season
in Metropolitan Championships

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports.

The Final Meet of the Season

The men and women’s teams finished off the season with excellent performances.
Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

For some swimmers, the
Metropolitan Championships
represent what is likely the last
event of their swimming careers. For others, it is their last
chance to leave a mark on their
first season at Montclair State.
For the rest, it’s building on
what they have learned through
the season and officially starting the offseason in preparation
for the 2016-17 season.
The event at Rutgers University began with 16 men’s teams
and 16 women’s teams preparing for a taxing three days at the
end of a long season that started
in October and stretched across
two semesters.
On the first day, the Montclair State Red Hawks were
already performing well, with
freshman Kevin Clauss setting
two different records in the 200
IM. Clauss broke the original

record in his first run by just
short of a full second. He then
broke the record he set earlier
in the day with an 11th-place
finish in the finals that set the
mark at 1:55.58, 00:01.72 quicker
than when the day began. The
former record was set two years
ago in the Metropolitan Championships by Joseph Berry.
Clauss would then participate in the 400 medley relay
with James Singewald, Steven
Roth and Charles Cobbertt and
set a new record for that event
as well. The group broke the
original record by over three
seconds and then rebroke the
record in the finals by 18 hundreths of a second. The former
record was set just last year by
Roth, Devon D’Agosta, Dan
Knepple and Mark Dawes.
The grouping of Tori Holzberg, Kim Torres, Alyson
Gawin and Samantha Dowdlater placed eighth in the 200 freestyle relay, while Senior Sydney

Stein placed 10th in the 500 freestyle with a time of 5:18.29.
At the end of the first day,
both the men and women’s
teams stood in seventh place.
The second day continued
much like the first, as Clauss set
another Montclair State record
with a 58.27 in the 100 breaststroke, breaking the record of
59.28 previously held by Donny
Keenan, set at the 2012 Metropolitan Championships. Clauss
would later reset the record
with an 11th-place time of 58.24.
Much like the first day,
Clauss was a part of a relay
team that set another record.
Clauss, Singewald, Roth and
Hunter Romanowski set the record in the 200 medley with a
time of 1:36.02.
Holzberg also placed in
eighth in the 400 individual
medley with a time of 4:54.60.
She would later team with
Stein, Katherine LaCava and
Blair Frantz in the 800 freestyle

relay and the team would finish
in eighth place.
On the men’s side, Cobbertt, Romanowski, Knepple
and Francis Pino would place
in fifth in the same event. After the second day, the men
stood in seventh place while the
women’s team was in eighth in
the overall standings.
More records were broken
on the final day, as Erin Cannon broke her own record set a
year ago in the 200 backstroke.
She finished sixth overall in the
event, with a time of 2:10.08,
beating the previous record
time of 2:10.36.
Stein finished her Montclair
State career with a third place
finish in the 1650 freestyle. “I’ve
never felt more supported in
my life from my family, friends,
team and school community,”
Stein said. “I may not have
swam the times I wanted, but it
was definitely a weekend I will
never forget.”

Blair Frantz placed fifth in
the same event, while Ashley
Singewald finished in sixth. At
the same time, LaCava finished
her career with a fourth-place
finish in the 200 butterfly.
Clauss broke yet another
Montclair State record, this
time in the 200 breaststroke. He
would later rewrite the record
in the finals with a 10th-place
finish and a time of 2:07.50.
The women’s team finished
fifth overall, second among
Division III teams, with 581.5
points. The men finished in
sixth with 495 points and also
five new school records.
“Everyone has to swim well
in order for us to break records,
so it was a team effort throughout the year,” Clauss noted.
“Now we see that our hard
work paid off in an immense
way.”
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Current Standings
Women’s Basketball

Men’s Basketball

Winner receives automatic bid to NCAA
Division III Women’s Basketball
Tournament

Final Record:
11-14, 7-11 in NJAC

NJAC Finals

Men’s Swimming and Diving —
2016 Metropolitan Championships
Team Results
1. Rowan - 1426*
2. The College of New Jersey - 1325
3. Southern Connecticut - 894
4. Bridgeport - 835
5. Merchant Marine - 767

Montclair State University

6. Montclair State - 495

Rowan University

7. Saint Francis (N.Y.) - 489
End of Season Accolades:

7 p.m.

8. Ramapo - 441
9. Pace - 403

Panzer Athletic Center

Brandon Channer -

Montclair, N.J.

All-NJAC Honorable Mention

10. William Paterson - 296
11. Staten Island - 253
12. Queens - 214

End of Season Accolades:

13. Lehman - 190
14. Baruch - 158

Karin Harvey - NJAC Coach of the Year

15. SUNY-Maritime - 155

Katie Sire - All-NJAC First Team

16. Mount Saint Mary (N.Y.) - 147

Rachel Krauss - All-NJAC Second Team

* - Team Title
End of Season

NJAC Championships results

1. LIU Post - 1116*
2. The College of New Jersey - 1090
3. Bridgeport - 1041
4. Southern Connecticut - 814
5. Montclair State - 581

Rasheed Amilcar -4th in 400m
		

8th in 60m

Trayvonne Jones - 8th in 400m
Matthew Santangelo - 3rd in shot put

6. Rowan - 565

Robert Kessler - 5th in weight throw

7. Ramapo - 557
8. Merchant Marine - 472

Jocelyn Anderson - 4th in 60m hurdles

9. William Paterson - 383

Hannah Dematteo - 5th in 400m

10. Pace - 365

Trayvonne Jones

11. Mount Saint Mary - 334

Rasheed Amilcar

12. Hunter - 313

Christopher Thompson

13. Queens - 271

Joe Lewicki

14. Baruch - 176

Allison Mycek - 5th in 5000m

15. Lehman - 151
16. SUNY- Maritime - 129
17. Staten Island * - Team Title
End of Season

Softball
NJAC Preseason Poll
1. Rowan
2. Ramapo
3. The College of New Jersey
4. William Paterson
5. Kean
6. Montclair State
7. Rutgers-Camden
8. Stockton

]

1. Kean
2. Rutgers-Camden
3. Rowan
4. Ramapo
5. Montclair State
6. The College of New Jersey
7. Willliam Paterson
8. Stockton
9. New Jersey City University
10. Rutgers-Newark

- 3rd in 4x400
Season opener:
Russmatt Invitational

Claudia Olsen - 8th in high jump

Winter Haven, Fla.

Monae Clancy - 9th in triple jump

March 6 at 9 a.m.
Montclair State vs. Marymount

Next event:
NCAA Division III Championships
March 11- 12
Grinell, Iowa

Women’s Lacrosse
NJAC Standings

Men’s Lacrosse
Skyline Conference Standings

1. Montclair State - 0-0 (1-0)

1. Stockton - 0-0 (0-0)

2. Kean - 0-0 (0-0)

Mount Saint Mary - 0-0 (0-0)

Ramapo - 0-0 (0-0)

Kean - 0-0 (0-0)

Rowan - 0-0 (0-0)

Farmingdale State - 0-0 (0-0)

Rutgers-Camden - 0-0 (0-0)

Maritime - 0-0 (0-0)

Stockton - 0-0 (0-0)

Mount Saint Vincent - 0-0 (0-0)

The College of New Jersey - 0-0 (0-0)

7. Montclair State - 0-0 (0-1)

9. Rutgers-Newark
10. New Jersey City University

Baseball
NJAC Preseason Poll

Men’s and Women’s
Indoor Track and Field

Women’s Swimming and Diving —
2016 Metropolitan Championships
Team Results

Next game:
Next game:
Carlisle, Pa.

Season opener:
Rebel Spring Games
Orlando, Fla.
March 5 at 1:30 p.m.
Montclair State vs. Marietta

The Caroline Fund Charity Game

Feb. 27 at 2 p.m.

Montclair, N.J.

Montclair State vs. Dickinson College

Feb. 27 at noon
Montclair State vs.
The College at Brockport
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Paley Center for Media and Montclair State host
inaugural sports media panel

Fabricio Costa | The Montclarion

Learning a Few Lessons

Montclair State professor, Kelly Whiteside, moderated the New York City panel.

“

day, consumers are forced to
keep moving onward, sometimes sacrificing the deeper and
more detail-oriented approaches of the past.
“I think because of the volume of information, the sheer
number of stories, the number
of sources and the shortened
time spans, what we’re seeing is
there becomes sort of a business
of curation,” said Ackerman.
However, the panel iterated that there are constants
that need to be upheld to create balance and power in good
journalism in its ever-changing
environment.
“There is a difference between doing two-letter reporting, dialing reporting or texting
reporting,” said Araton. “And
that’s really the difference.
That’s how you separate journalism from that big, amorphous media thing.”

Hawkins also spoke in a
rare and candid way about
how players view social media,
where they can bypass journalists and get their stories across
however they want. Hawkins
included an example of his selfwritten article for Derek Jeter’s
“The Player’s Tribune.”
“Finally I could tell my story
the way that I wanted to, in the
words that I wanted to and express it exactly how it happened
from my perspective, and it was
just so liberating,” he said.
Hawkins’ presence in the
discussion shed a light on how
players feel about the media
and are trained by their respective teams to keep distraction
and controversy to an absolute
minimum, making reporters’
jobs that much more difficult.
“That’s why you’ve all heard
the clichés a million times,”
said Hawkins. “They literally

Montclair State
Quotes of the Week

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Montclair State’s School of
Communication and Media
held their inaugural symposium on the future of sports
coverage and journalism at The
Paley Center for Media in New
York City on Feb. 17. The event
attracted around 100 guests, including Montclair State professors, students and professionals
in the sports media industry.
“When I teach as an adjunct
at Montclair State, I get a lot of
questions from my students:
‘Professor — journalism? Is it
worth it?’” said panelist and
sports reporter, Harvey Araton.
“I do think that the technology
has created and will continue to
create better ways to story-tell
and reach readers.”
The panel consisted of five
distinguished members of the

sports sphere including Araton;
moderator Kelly Whiteside,
Montclair State professor and
sports journalist; Felix AlvarezGarmon, Senior Vice President
of Latin America for IMG Media; Val Ackerman, Big East
Conference Commissioner and
former WNBA President; and
Andrew Hawkins, Cleveland
Browns wide receiver.
The discussion focused on
where the sports media field is
headed and how coverage will
change, addressing more specifically the topics of audience
involvement and the massive
consumption of sports news by
that audience.
“People want the quick hit.
We have young people who
don’t have as long attention
spans,” said Ackerman.
Due to the constant onslaught of information tumbling down news feeds every

sit people [down] before the
season to tell us how not to give
information without anybody
knowing you’re not giving
them information.”
With sports news saturation
at an all-time high, the panel
emphasized what fans and
journalists alike are and will
be looking for today and in the
future: an attention-grabbing
headline related to one of the
game’s big names.
“I’ve snapped back at media
personnel, reporters or for questions that I didn’t think were
good questions, and I’ve told
them, ‘That’s a dumb question.
Next question,’” said Hawkins.
“But nobody cares if I say it, because I’m not Cam Newton.”

”

“My final meet was one that I enjoyed a lot. It was a great weekend
filled with great swims from all of my teammates. I’ve never felt more
supported in my life from my family, friends, team and school
community. We all worked incredibly hard this whole year and
[the Metropolitan] Championships showed that. I may not have swam
the times I wanted, but it was definitely a weekend I will never forget
and cherish forever.”
- Sydney Stein, senior
Swimming and Diving athlete on the final meet of her career

“I stayed focused, helped my teammates score, rebounded and did the
other little things to keep on track. Everything else just fell into place.”
Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Christopher Thompson
Contributing Writer

- Katie Sire, sophomore
on the Women’s Basketball team’s 71-62 win
over William Paterson University in the NJAC Semifinals
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The Red Hawks return to the NJAC final for the 4th straight year.

Red Hawks Refuse to Lose

Inside Sports

The Red Hawks persisted
through multiple deficits and
emerged victorious in their 7162 win over William Paterson
University on Feb. 23. Montclair
State advanced to the New Jersey Athletic Conference Tournament Final with their semifinal victory and will host Rowan
University on Feb. 26.
Montclair State trailed 11-0 to
start the first quarter, but they
came roaring back and went on
a 16-2 run of their own. They
went down by 5 points midway through the third quarter, but freshmen twins Kiarra
and Tiarra Dillard helped the
Red Hawks regain momentum
and take a lead heading into
the fourth quarter. Sophomore
Katie Sire struggled and was
benched for the final five minutes of the third quarter, but she
came back and scored 12 points
in the fourth quarter to help
Montclair State seal the victory.
The Red Hawks earned their
semifinal victory through their
resiliency. Shots weren’t always falling, and they were
plagued by turnovers at times,
but Montclair State did not get
swept up in the momentum and
found ways to fight back.
Prior to the run, the Red
Hawks only scored 4 points in
their first 12 possessions and
could not get anything going on
either end of the floor. Trying
to change course, Head Coach
Karin Harvey subbed out junior
Zoey Curtis and Sire for the
Dillard twins. Simultaneously,
Montclair State unleashed their
press and completely flustered
the Pioneers.
The Dillard twins provided
an instant spark on offense and
halted all of William Paterson’s
momentum. Curtis nailed a
3-pointer as the shot clock expired to cap off a 15-6 run to
end the third quarter.
“It gave us like three minutes of brilliance that we really
needed,” Harvey said after the

game. “I thought that our bench
played phenomenal today. That
and Kate Tobie just did an unbelievable job.”
For all of the game’s ebbs and
flows, sophomore Kate Tobie
was the team’s constant and
mirrored her play in last year’s
tournament run. Tobie acted as
the team’s floor general on the
offensive end and wreaked havoc on the defensive end. When

back to the NJAC finals, and she
played like it. She was great on
both ends. She had the hardest
defensive responsibility, and I
thought she did a great job leading them on the floor.”
Tobie finished with 11 points,
five assists and five steals in
what was one of her premier
performances of the season —
and the team needed it. Sire, the
team’s leading scorer, struggled

looked spiritless on defense.
Yet, Sire was able to completely turn her game around in the
fourth quarter, despite being
benched for the final five minutes of the previous quarter.
Sire exploded past defenders
with her Euro step — a move
where a player takes a step
in one direction, then quickly
takes a step in another direction to evade the defender. Ad-

game, Sire said she stayed focused and did all of the little
things, and everything else fell
into place.
“It can’t always go your way.
The thing is you have to keep
fighting through it,” Harvey
said after the game. “You have
to try and find a way, and that’s
what Katie [Sire] is doing. To
do that as a sophomore is unbelievable.”

Daniel Falkenheim | The Montclarion

Daniel Falkenheim
Assistant Sports Editor

Kate Tobie leads the team in assists per game with four.

“[Kate Tobie] wanted to get the team back to the NJAC finals,
and she played like it. She was great on both ends.
She had the hardest defensive responsibility, and I thought she
did a great job leading the floor.”
- Melissa Tobie, Assistant Head Coach
the game was in the balance,
Tobie was locked in.
“[Kate Tobie] was really
ready to go tonight,” Assistant
Head Coach Melissa Tobie said
of her sister after the game.
“She wanted to get the team

in the first three quarters and
Tobie and junior Rachel Krauss
were forced to picked up the
slack on offense. Sire couldn’t
get anything going on offense,
as she turned the ball over
more often than she scored and

p. 17 - Two Decades After
Winning Gold

ditionally, she forced two turnovers and became a factor on
the boards.
Sire’s fourth quarter performance was emblematic of everything that landed her on the
All-NJAC First Team. After the

The Red Hawks will face
Rowan University in the NJAC
Final on Friday, Feb. 26. Montclair State split the season series
against the Profs. The game will
be hosted at Panzer Athletic
Center at 7 p.m.

p. 19 - Paley Center Panel

